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Introduction
UHD Journal of Science and Technology (UHDJST) is a semi-annual journal published by the
University of Human Development, Sulaymaniyah, Kurdistan Region, Iraq. UHDJST member of
ROAD, e-ISSN: 2521-4217, p-ISSN: 2521-4209 and a member of Crossref, DOI: 10.21928/issn.25214217. UHDJST publishes original research in all areas of Science, Engineering, and Technology.
UHDJST is a Peer-Reviewed Open Access journal with Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial No Derivatives License 4.0 (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0). UHDJST provides immediate,
worldwide, barrier-free access to the full text of research articles without requiring a subscription
to the journal, and has article processing charge (APC). UHDJST applies the highest standards to
everything it does and adopts APA citation/referencing style. UHDJST Section Policy includes three
types of publications: Articles, Review Articles, and Letters.
By publishing with us, your research will get the coverage and attention it deserves. Open access
and continuous online publication mean your work will be published swiftly, ready to be accessed
by anyone, anywhere, at any time. Article Level Metrics allow you to follow the conversations your
work has started.
UHDJST publishes works from extensive fields including, but not limited to:






Pure Science
Applied Science
Medicine
Engineering
Technology

Scope and Focus
UHD Journal of Science and Technology (UHDJST) publishes original research in all areas of Science
and Engineering. UHDJST is a semi-annual journal published by the University of Human
Development, Sulaymaniyah, Kurdistan Region, Iraq. We believe that if your research is
scientifically valid and technically sound then it deserves to be published and made accessible to
the research community. UHDJST aims to provide a service to the international scientific
community enhancing swap space to share, promote and disseminate the academic scientific
production from research applied to Science, Engineering, and Technology.

SEARCHING FOR PLAGIARISM
We use plagiarism detection: detection; According to Oxford online dictionary, Plagiarism means:
The practice of taking someone else’s work or ideas and passing them off as one’s own.
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an outstanding finding whose importance means that
it will be of interest to scientists in other fields.

PEER REVIEW POLICIES
At UHDJST we are committed to prompt quality scientific work with local and global impacts. To
maintain a high-quality publication, all submissions undergo a rigorous review process.
Characteristics of the peer review process are as follows:












The journal peer review process is a "double-blind peer review".
Simultaneous submissions of the same manuscript to different journals will not be
tolerated.
Manuscripts with contents outside the scope will not be considered for review.
Papers will be refereed by at least 2 experts as suggested by the editorial board.
In addition, Editors will have the option of seeking additional reviews when needed.
Authors will be informed when Editors decide further review is required.
All publication decisions are made by the journal's Editors-in-Chief on the basis of the
referees' reports. Authors of papers that are not accepted are notified promptly.
All submitted manuscripts are treated as confidential documents. We expect our Board of
Reviewing Editors, Associate Editors and reviewers to treat manuscripts as confidential
material as well.
Editors, Associate Editors, and reviewers involved in the review process should disclose
conflicts of interest resulting from direct competitive, collaborative, or other relationships
with any of the authors, and remove oneself from cases in which such conflicts preclude an
objective evaluation. Privileged information or ideas that are obtained through peer review
must not be used for competitive gain.
Our peer review process is confidential and the identities of reviewers cannot be revealed.

Note: UHDJST is a member of CrossRef and CrossRef services, e.g., CrossCheck. All manuscripts
submitted will be checked for plagiarism (copying text or results from other sources) and selfplagiarism (duplicating substantial parts of authors' own published work without giving the
appropriate references) using the CrossCheck database. Plagiarism is not tolerated.
For more information about CrossCheck/iThenticate, please visit
http://www.crossref.org/crosscheck.html.
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OPEN ACCESS POLICY
This journal provides immediate open access to its content on the principle that making research
freely available to the public supports a greater global exchange of knowledge.
Open Access (OA) stands for unrestricted access and unrestricted reuse which means making
research publications freely available online. It access ensures that your work reaches the widest
possible audience and that your fellow researchers can use and share it easily. The mission of the
UHDJST is to improve the culture of scientific publications by supporting bright minds in science
and public engagement.
UHDJST's open access articles are published under a Creative Commons Attribution CC-BY-NC-ND
4.0 license. This license lets you retain copyright and others may not use the material for
commercial purposes. Commercial use is one primarily intended for commercial advantage or
monetary compensation. If others remix, transform or build upon the material, they may not
distribute the modified material. The main output of research, in general, is new ideas and
knowledge, which the UHDJST peer-review policy allows publishing as high-quality, peer-reviewed
research articles. The UHDJST believes that maximizing the distribution of these publications - by
providing free, online access - is the most effective way of ensuring that the research we fund can
be accessed, read and built upon. In turn, this will foster a richer research culture and cultivate
good research ethics as well. The UHDJST, therefore, supports unrestricted access to the published
materials on its main website as a fundamental part of its mission and a global academic
community benefit to be encouraged wherever possible.
Specifically:








The University of Human Development supports the principles and objectives of Open
Access and Open Science
UHDJST expects authors of research papers, and manuscripts to maximize the
opportunities to make their results available for free access on its final peer-reviewed
paper
All manuscript will be made open access online soon after final stage peer-review finalized.
This policy will be effective from 17th May 2017 and will be reviewed during the first year
of operation.
Open Access route is available at http://journals.uhd.edu.iq/index.php/uhdjst for
publishing and archiving all accepted papers,
Specific details of how authors of research articles are required to comply with this policy
can be found in the Guide to Authors.
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Study the Characteristics of Finite Impulse
Response Filter Based on Modified Kaiser
Window
Muzhir Shaban Al-Ani
Department of Computer Science, College of Science and Technology, University of Human Development, Sulaimani,
Kurdistan Region - Iraq

ABSTRACT
Finite impulse response (FIR) plays an important part between all other types of filters. There are many types windows
used to design of FIR filters. Most important types are as follows: Hanning, hamming, rectangular, triangular, Blackman,
Kaiser, etc. The characteristics of these filters depend on the number of generated coefficients in addition to the side lobes
of the filter spectrum. The aim of this work is to study and evaluate Kaiser Window type depends on the variation of its
factors applied for resizing the impulse response to reach a suitable size the filter. Kaiser Window is an important filter
window that can be used to get many types of windows depending on their parameters. The proposed filter approach is
designed and implemented through mixing of many filter factors. The filter characteristics are achieved using different
values of filter size and attenuation. The implementation of the proposed Kaiser filter window provides an adequate and
easy way to measure the window coefficients and maximum side lobe levels. The benefit of Kaiser Window that you
can generate many types of window depending on the parameters change.
Index Terms: Filter Coefficients, Finite Impulse Response Filter, Kaiser Filter, Sidelobes

1. INTRODUCTION
There are two main categories of filters; infinite impulse
response (IIR) and finite impulse response (FIR) [1].
These two categories of filters can be implemented
for one-dimensional signals and two-dimensional (2D)
signals, these filters can be implemented through software
and hardware algorithms [2]. In addition, these can be
implemented through time domain or frequency domain.
Many of filter algorithms are implemented by hybridizing
both software and hardware to achieve flexibility and
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real-time processing [3]. According to the characteristics of
the impulse response, filters can be divided into four types;
low-pass filter (LPF) that passes low frequencies, high-pass
filter that passes high frequencies, band-pass filter that
passes a band of frequencies, and band-stop filter that stop
a band of frequencies [4]. The implementation of filter is
realized through the convolution process between the input
signal and the impulse response. To generate a FIR filter, the
coefficients of time domain filter must be limited in number
by multiplying by a window function of a finite width [5].
The basic idea of applying windows through the design of
filters is to truncate the sequence of the filter to be limited
to certain values. Various types of windows are used for
resizing the signal into limited values [6].
Many algorithms are implemented considering the factors
of FIR filters to frequency domain specifications [7].
A narrow band LPF with good filter gain is introduced [8].
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A hardware digital filter is implemented based on minimizing
of computational expenses [9]. An adaptive analog filter
is introduced based on echo cancelation [10]. An efficient
pipelined filter is implemented using many structures [11].
A wideband efficient linear phase filter is implemented [12].
A high quality frequency domain applied in analog speech
scrambler is reconstructed [13]. An efficient filter design
based on FIR structure is implemented [14]. An optimized
filter design technique is achieved [15]. A filter bank
structure based on low complexity is implemented [16].
A programmable architecture applied programmable logic
device (PLD) and FFT [17], then introduced PLD and digital
signal processor [18]. Fast algorithm of filter design based on
LUT is performed [19], then for 2D applications [20]. A real
time digital filter processing based on hardware processor is
realized [21].

2. RELATED WORK
Several researches have touched on this subject, the following
are number of published works:
Mohindru et al. designed a new mathematical model to
find the transfer function of LPF FIR based on Fourier
transform and rotation angle. In contrast with the variation
of the angle of rotation from 0 to π/2, then it is possible
to find the width of the transition band and the attenuation
of the band. By raising the length of the filter, you can find
the frequency response of the digital filter. The response
characteristics of FIR filter can be organized through the
operation, by controlling only one parameter and remaining
other coefficients fixed [22].

impulse responses using different horizon sizes. The filter size
used for this approach is selected to maximize the likelihood
function. The simulations of this approach gives good results
compared with the conventional approach [24].
Leighton P. Barnes, George C. Verghese, studied the
relationship between the Wiener filter and the coherence
function, then defines the causal relationship between the
wide-sense stationary (WSS) process. This causal consistency
is interpreted in a modeling context and is used to show that
a measure depends on the frequency of causality it can and
cannot represent. In addition, the Wiener causal convergence
of FIR filters with the Wiener causality of IIR filter is studied
because the length of the filter passes the infinity. The main
results show Lp convergence frequency responses under
certain conditions of continuity support in the power spectra,
and the upper asymptotic limits for the convergence error.
Then, under the same conditions, the uniform convergence
of AR approximations shows power spectra as the order
model tends to infinity [25].
Huang et al. presented a filter design in the closed form
based on the compensation of transfer characteristics. In
this approach, a new filter design based on a convolution of
window is presented and the relationship between window
spectrum and filter performance is developed. Then, a
schematic design of three step filter is designed these are
designing an irregular filter, designing a compensation filter,
and the sum of filter. This scheme can be simplified into
a closed form characterized by two analytical formulas by
merging the intermediate steps [26].

Kumar et al. designed a novel approach for the structure of
filters with variable band of finite linear impulse response
band using different polynomials. In this work, the transfer
function of a variable bandwidth filter, which is a linear
combination of the linear phase filters with fixed coefficients
and previous polynomials, is operated separately as control
parameters to control the bandwidth of the filter. The
proposed method also provides a better performance
of tunable BPFs with larger filter captures compared to
previously published results [23].

Pak et al. proposed an efficient nonlinear FIR. The proposed
least square extended FIR filter is derived using a least squares
criterion and one through the property. This approach is a
special filter designed for the constant speed motion model
and does not require noise information such as Gaussian
noise covariance. If the noise information is very uncertain,
this approach can provide a constant performance, whereas
the non-linear estimators of the existing state, such as the
extended Kalman filter and particle filter, degradation of
performance often in the same condition. The simulations
results indicated the robustness of this approach against the
uncertainty of the noise model [27].

Pak et al. proposed a new approach to manage the horizon
size of the nonlinear FIR filter. The proposed approach is
to carry out an estimation of the state through a FIR filter
bank. In this approach, the state estimate is obtained by
weighting the average of several estimates of a bank of

Boukharouba implemented a new technique for the FIR
filters, where the desired frequency response is a smooth
rectangular function. In this approach, go directly to smooth
out the ideal desired response in the frequency domain not in
time domain. The impulse response of the filter is a sampled

2
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version of the inverse Fourier transform of the frequency
response. This approach achieved the best performance
results of filter specifications compared with the results of
other works [28].

3. KAISER WINDOW DESIGN
Kaiser Window have many parameters that affect the overall
filter design. The ripple parameter α enabling the designer to
trade-off the transition and ripple. It is defined in the interval
– M ≤ n ≤ M, and otherwise it is zero. The equations of
the Kaiser Window and their parameters are shown below:
Measuring the ripple (δ) factor and then measure the
attenuation factor (A) as the following:
A = −20 log10 δ

(1)

Measure the value of α according to the value of attenuation
(A) factor as the following:
∝ = 0.1102 (A−8.7) A > 50
(2)

α = 0 A < 21
Find the window size (M) according to the calculated
attenuation value (A) and the transition width (TW) as below:
( A − 7.95)
M≥
(3)
28.72*TW
Kaiser Window is calculated using the following equation:
I 0 (α 1 − ( n / M )2
I 0 (α )

The proposed filter approach is demonstrated in Fig. 1 and
is shown below:
Step 1: Ripple (δ) measurement, considering pass band ripple
and stop band ripple.
Step 2: Attenuation measurement depending on the ripple
value.
Step 3: TW measurement depending on the number of
coefficients.
Step 4: Filter length measurement based on the TW.
Step 5: Bessel function I0(x) measurement depending on the
calculated parameters.
Step 6: Kaiser Window elements measurement.
Step 7: Filter coefficients measurement depending on the
given cutoff frequency.
Step 8: Filter coefficients truncation based on the required
Kaiser Window.
Step 9: Realize the filter according to the measured parameters.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

α = 0.5842 (A−21)0.4 + 0.07886 (A−21) 21 ≤ A ≤ 50

w (n )

the impulse response is varied from n = 0 to n = M−1, where
M is the filter length.

−M ≤ n ≤ M

(4)

And the zero order Bessel function I0 (α) is measured as
below:
n
∞ 
x  1
I 0 ( x )= 1 +  

(5)
 2  n ! 
n =1 

To realize and study the FIR filter characteristics, it is better
to generate different types of windows. These windows are;
Barthann, Bartlett, Blackman, Blackman-Harris, Bohman,
Chebyshev, Flattop, Gaussian, Hamming, Hanning, Nuttall,
Parzen, Rectangular, Taylor, Triangular, Tukey, and Kaiser. To
study the shape characteristics of these windows, these are
generated using different length number of window. Fig. 2
shows these windows in time domain and frequency domain
generated using 20 values. Fig. 3 shows these windows in
time domain and frequency domain generated using 50
values. These two figures illustrated that the time domain
shape varying from rectangular shape to different type of
Sinc function shape or hat shape. In addition, these two

∑

4. PROPOSED FIR FILTER ALGORITHM
There are many parameters affected the filter design, these
parameters are ripple factor, attenuation factor, TW, number
of coefficients, and window type in addition to the required
accuracy.
The length of the filter concentrated on the number of
values of impulse response samples in the FIR filter, then
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

Fig. 1. Proposed finite impulse response filter algorithm
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a

b

a

b
Fig. 5. (a and b) Kaiser characteristics beta = 0.5

Fig. 2. (a and b) Time domain and frequency domain representation of
20 values

a
a

b
Fig. 6. (a and b) Kaiser characteristics beta = 1

b

Fig. 3. (a and b) Time domain and frequency domain representation of
50 values

TABLE I
Kaiser Parameters of Low-beta Values
Beta value

a

b
Fig. 4. (a and b) Kaiser characteristics beta = 0

figures in frequency domain show that the relative sidelobe
concentrated on −26.8 dB where the latest on appears on
about −75 dB.
Kaiser Window is an important filter window and it have
weighting factor parameter. The value of beta is the
parameter of Kaiser Window that affects the sidelobe
attenuation in the frequency domain of the window. Fig. 4
indicates the Kaiser characteristics when beta equal to zero
in which indicated that the leakage factor equal to 9.26% and
the sidelobe attenuation equal to −13.3 dB. Fig. 5 indicates
the Kaiser characteristics when beta equal to 0.5 in which
indicated that the leakage factor equal to 8.48% and the
4

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Leakage
factor (%)

Sidelobe
attenuation dB

Main lobe
width −3 dB

9.26
9.22
9.13
8.97
8.75
8.48
8.16
7.80
7.40
6.98
6.53

−13.3
−13.3
−13.3
−13.4
−13.5
−13.6
−13.8
−14.0
−14.2
−14.4
−14.7

0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578
0.017578

sidelobe attenuation equal to −13.6 dB. Table I demonstrates
the Kaiser parameters of low beta values in which shows the
variation of beta value from 0 to 1 with the increment of 0.1
in which the leakage factor varying from 9.26% to 6.53%. In
addition, the values of sidelobe attenuation is varied from
−13.3 to −14.7 dB, with main lobe width at −3dB equal to
0.017578 for all values of beta.
Fig. 6 indicates the Kaiser characteristics when beta equal
to one in which indicated that the leakage factor equal to
6.53% and the sidelobe attenuation equal to −14.7 dB. Fig. 7
indicates the 10 in which indicated that the leakage factor
equal to 0% and the sidelobe attenuation equal to −74.1 dB,
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2
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TABLE II
Kaiser Parameters of High-beta Values
Beta value

a

b
Fig. 7. (a and b) Kaiser characteristics beta = 10

a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Leakage
factor (%)

Sidelobe
attenuation dB

Main lobe
width −3 dB

6.53
2.47
0.61
0.12
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

−14.7
−18.6
−24.0
−30.4
−37.1
−44.0
−51.0
−58.4
−66.1
−74.1
−82.3
−90.3
−98.1
−105.8
−113.8
−122.3
−130.4
−138.7
−147.1
−154.9

0.017578
0.019531
0.021484
0.023438
0.025391
0.027344
0.029297
0.031250
0.033203
0.035156
0.035156
0.037109
0.039063
0.041016
0.041016
0.042969
0.044922
0.044922
0.046875
0.048828

b
Fig. 8. (a and b) Kaiser characteristics beta = 20

in this case, the shape of the window is approach to a hat.
Fig. 8 indicates the Kaiser characteristics when beta equal to
20 in which indicated that the leakage factor equal to 0% and
the sidelobe attenuation equal to −154.9 dB, in this case, the
shape of the window is stretch hat. Table II demonstrates
the Kaiser parameters of high-beta values in which shows
the variation of beta value from 1 to 20 with the increment
of 1, in this case, the leakage factor varying from 6.53% to
0%, considering that the zero value of leakage factor starting
when beta equal to 6. In addition, the values of sidelobe
attenuation is varied from −14.7 to −154.9 dB, with main
lobe width at −3 dB varying from 0.017578 to 0.048828
corresponding to the variation of the value of beta.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, an adequate algorithm of Kaiser parameters
is measured to be ready for the filter implementation. The
framework to study the characteristics of FIR filter based
on modified Kaiser Window is implemented through two
scenarios. Two scenarios are implemented; First scenario
used low Beta values and second scenario used high Beta
values. The obtained results indicated that the implemented
Kaiser Window filter has good characteristics and stable.
The comparison of sidelobe attenuation and the values
of beta it is possible to select an adequate and optimal
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

values to be used for the filter design. The obtained results
indicated that an improvement of the filter characteristics
during the attenuation value will increase. In addition, an
improvement happens on the filter performances when
filter length will increase, that is increase the number of
coefficients. The implemented Kaiser Window indicated that
is easy to generate many types of windows through simple
modification. The sidelobe attenuation of Kaiser Window is
about −14 dB when beta value is 1 and this value will increase
vastly up to −154.9 when beta reach to 20.
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ABSTRACT
The electrical power network is a significant element of the critical infrastructure in modern society. Nowadays, wide area
monitoring and control systems (WAMC) are becoming increasingly an important topic that motivates several researchers
to improve, develop, and find the problems that hinder progress toward WAMC systems. WAMC is used to monitor and
control the power network so the power network can be adapt to failures in automatic way. In this work, verification of
the extent found a problem in transmission control protocol (TCP) which is called global synchronization and its impact
on utilizing the buffer of the routers. A simulation models had been belt of WAMC system using OMNeT++ to study the
performance of TCP in two queuing algorithms for measuring transmission of phasor measurement units and to test if global
synchronization problem occurs. Three scenarios were used to test the survival of this problem on the system. It is found that
the problem of global synchronization occurred in two scenarios which in turn causes low utilization for a buffer of routers.
Index Terms: Global Synchronization, Phasor Measurement Units, Power Network, Transmission Control Protocol,
Wide Area Monitoring and Control Systems

1. INTRODUCTION
Electric power grid is one of the most important topics in
the modern societies. The sharp increase of demand on
electricity, the electricity trade between the neighboring
countries, and the long distances to transport electricity
motivates the researchers and industries to propose and
improve systems to monitor and control the electric power
grid over a wide area. Hence, wide area monitoring and
control systems (WAMC) became an important topic.
Access this article online
DOI: 10.21928/uhdjst.v1n2y2017.pp7-12
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The communication network must transmit measurements
with low latency and with high accuracy [1]. There are many
factors affecting these two requirements, for example, the
bandwidth, the type of medium, and the protocol that are
used for transmission.
Phasor measurement unit (PMU) measurements can be
transmitted over different types of transmission media such
as wired or wireless. However, the best medium that can be
used is the fiber-optic cable [1], [2]. The reason to choose
fiber optic is the advantages including high data transfer
rates, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and very
large channel capacity [3].
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There are many protocols used with WAMC system including
the user datagram protocol (UDP), multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS), resource reservation protocol (RSVP),
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and synchronous digital hierarchy. These protocols can be
used individually or in combination (more than one of these
protocols work with each other as one protocol), for example,
using UDP with MPLS and RSVP as a one main protocol
furnishes quality of services features.
Surveying the literature indicates that many protocols
were used with WAMC systems except TCP. However, the
NASPInet standard [4], [5] mentions that TCP can be used
as the transport layer protocol to deliver PMU measurements.
In general, architecture that is used in most WAMC systems
is shown in Fig. 1.
The aim of this work is to study the effect of the global
synchronization problem when we are using TCP with
WAMC systems.

2. TCP GLOBAL SYNCHRONIZATION PROBLEM
TCP is one of more than a few transport protocols [6], [7]. It is
reliable and stream oriented. In addition, TCP is connectionoriented, meaning it establishes a connection when data
need to be transferred. The data are sent in packets and in
an ordered manner at transport layer. It supports flow and
congestion control [7].

delay equal to 3 ms. The two routers were connected by a
bandwidth link equal to 10 Mbps and propagation delay
equal to 1 ms. The buffer in the two routers was drop tail
with 65-packet capacity.
After running the experiment, the result of congestion
window (cwnd) is as shown in Fig. 3. The synchronization
in both cwnd flows appeared clearly because both cwnds
have to deal with the queue reaching its limits at the same
time.
The low utilization of buffer seen can be clearer in Fig. 4.
The queue length is switching between full (65 packets)
to nearly (5 packets). This oscillating load is caused by the
synchronization of cwnd. This problem motivates the
researchers, and they proposed many methods to solve
this problem. Some researchers suggest adjusting router
functionalities or modification in the transmission protocol
parameters, and others suggested increasing the size of the
router buffer capacity. However, these solutions will cause
another unexpected problems because when increasing the
size of router buffer, it is likely to increase queuing delays. The
most adopted algorithm to reduce the global synchronization
is random early drop queuing policy.

Researchers after a deep study found a problem in TCP called
global synchronization that can be defined as the pattern of
each sender decreasing and increasing transmission rates at
the same time as other senders [6], [7], [8].
As shown in Fig. 2, we built a topology to study the problem
of global synchronization using OMNeT++. The topology
consists of the two senders, two receivers, and two routers.
Each sender connected to one of two routers by bandwidth
link equal to 100 Mbps and propagation delay equal to
3 ms. In the other hand, each receiver connects to the other
router by bandwidth link equal to 100 Mbps and propagation

Fig. 1. General wide area monitoring and control Architecture [4]
8

Fig. 2. Simple topology to test global synchronization

Fig. 3. Congestion windows of two senders
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It is liable in WAMC that several senders or PMUs can start
sending in the same time. Hence, this study is to show how
the global synchronization problem effects on WAMC.

3. DESIGN OF A WAMC SYSTEM IN OMNET++
A. PMU Building

This was to construct the first component of WAMC which
is the PMU using C++ language. The PMU generates packets
in a certain period of time, and each packet contains three
information’s:
1. Sequence number of the packet: Which can be arranged
systematically by giving a specific number to each
packet.
2. Source ID: It is the number that helps to know from
which PMU the packet had been generated.
3. Time stamp: It is the time of when the packet is
generated until it reaches to PDC.
B. PDC Level 1 (L1) Building

This was to construct the second component of WAMC,
which is the PDC using the C++ language. The PDC is
similar to the server of the computer, as its function is to
collect all the measurements sent to it from the PMUs that
are connected with the PDC.

The benefit of this time-out is that when the timer fires
PDC does not receive all packets from all PMUs, and then
PDC will neglect and send only the arrived packets. After
adding time-out to a packet with a sequence number, PDC
will store the packet in the buffer and wait for packets that
have the same sequence number. When the answer is “No,”
“if this sequence number is first time seen,” PDC will store
this packet in the buffer and checks whether that “all packets
for one sequence number received or their time-out finish.”
When “No,” wait until it is Yes.
When “Yes,” PDC encapsulates the packets that have this
sequence number in one packet that has a new sequence
number, new source ID, and a new time stamp, then it will
be sent to PDC L2.
C. PDC Level 2 (L2) Building

This was to construct the third component of WAMC, which
is the PDC using the C++ language. This PDC will receive
the above mentioned single packet (produced in part II), then
it will calculate the time of end-to-end latency and packet
delivery ratio.

4. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The PDC function is to assemble all the packets that were
produced from PMUs in one packet and to send it to PDC
level 2.

In this section, three scenarios were created as follows:
1. Twenty PMUs Scenario (high traffic rate)
2. Nineteen PMUs scenario (medium traffic rate)
3. Eighteen PMUs scenario (low traffic rate).

For more details about PDC L1 flowchart, PDC L1 checks
each packet after arriving from PMU “if this sequence
number sent before that time,” when “Yes” PDC will
delete this packet, and if “No” PDC check whether “if this
sequence number is a first time seen.” When “Yes,” PDC
will add a time-out to this sequence number of the packet.

Through the study of the three scenarios, it was noticed
in some cases of using the TCP protocol, the global
synchronization problem occurred. Therefore, the study
focuses on the buffer of the router, which may cause low
utilization to the link bandwidth.
A. Twenty PMUs Scenario (High Traffic Rate)

The WAMC systems topology in this scenario has 20 PMUs,
one PDC L1, and one PDC L2. Fig. 5 shows the topology
of this scenario. There were two routers in the topology.
The size of buffer capacity in each router is 100 packets.
The links parameters that were used in all scenarios were
listed in Table I. The packet size that sends from PMU is
512B, and the rate of date packet that generates from PMUs
is 120 p/s. A time-out of PDC is 0.024s. Table I shows all
scenarios parameters.

Fig. 4. The queue buffer of router
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

The buffer result of router when using TCP with the FIFO
queue algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.
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TABLE I
Links Parameters of All Scenarios
Link between
PMUs and router
Router and PDC L1
PDC L1 and router1
Router1 and PDC L2

Data rate (bps)

Propagation
delay (ms)

150 M
10 M
150 M
150 M

3-6
1
3
3

Fig. 7. The buffer of router when using transmission control protocol
with the RED queue algorithm

Fig. 5. The topology in 20 phasor measurement units scenario

Fig. 8. The topology in 19 phasor measurement units scenario

Fig. 6. The buffer of router when using transmission control protocol
with the FIFO queue algorithm

The buffer exhibits oscillation between 0 and 100, which
means that global synchronization had occurred in this
scenario. When we used TCP with RED queue algorithm,
the results are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. The buffer of router when using transmission control protocol
with the FIFO queue algorithm

Now, the buffer exhibits oscillation, but this oscillation did
not to exceed 50 packets as before using TCP with FIFO.

For 19 PMUs scenario (TCP protocol and FIFO), the result
of buffer is shown in Fig. 9.

B. Nineteen PMUs Scenario (Medium Traffic Rate)

The buffer exhibits oscillation between 0 and 100, which
means that global synchronization had occurred in this
scenario. However, the exhibits oscillation is lower than the
scenario of 20 PMUs. When we used TCP with RED, the
results are shown in Fig. 10.

The parameter of this scenario is as mentioned in 20 PMUs
scenario. The only difference between the scenarios is the
number of PMUs. Fig. 8 shows topology of 19 PMUs
scenario.
10
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Fig. 10. The buffer of router when using transmission control protocol
with the RED queue algorithm

Fig. 12. The buffer of router when we used transmission control
protocol with the FIFO queue algorithm.

Fig. 11. The topology in 18 phasor measurement units scenario

Fig. 13. The buffer of router when we used transmission control
protocol with the RED queue algorithm

The buffer exhibits oscillation, but this oscillation did not
exceed 50 packets as before using TCP with FIFO. The
oscillation in this scenario is the same of scenario 20 PMUs.
C. Eighteen PMUs Scenario (Low Traffic Rate)

The parameter of this scenario is mentioned in 20 and 19 PMUs
scenario. The only difference between the scenarios is the
number of PMUs. Fig. 11 shows topology of 18 PMUs scenario.
In 18 PMUs scenario, there is no oscillation of packets which
means that there is no global synchronization in this scenario.
The buffer exhibits oscillation between 0 to 10 or 11 while
the buffer size is 100 packets. Figs. 12 and 13 show the buffer
of routers when we used TCP with FIFO and RED queue
algorithm of router was used.

that was used to deliver the measurements and control
information over the networks.
The global synchronization problem occurred with the
TCP protocol when the PMUs sent the measurements in
the synchrony manner in two scenarios (20 and 19 PMUs)
in other words when the traffic rate is high and medium.
Whereas in the scenario of 18 PMUs when traffic rate is
low, the global synchronization was not occurred. According
to this study, it is recommended not to used TCP protocol
in WAMC systems to do not use TCP protocol in WAMC
system during have high rate traffic.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce an improved parallel algorithm for computing the number of exact matches nid (S,T) in the
local alignment of two biological sequences S and T. This number is used in the first stage of progressive alignment to
compute the distance between two sequences. The distance computations are usually its most computationally intensive
part. Therefore, this work concentrates on improving an algorithm for this stage using vectorizing technique and running
on multi-core. Our program is able to compute nid (S,T) between very long sequences, up to 34 k residues by C++ with
OpenMP library on an Intel Core-i7-3770 quad-core processor of 3.40 GHz and main memory of 8 GB. It outperforms
ClustalW-MPI 0.13 with 2.9-fold speedup, and the efficiency reached 0.35. Furthermore, a higher speedup with improved
efficiency can be accomplished. Its performance figures vary from a low of 0.438 GCUPS to a high of 3.66 GCUPS as
the lengths of the query sequences decrease from 34,500 to 9200.
Index Terms: Bioinformatics, Distance Computation, Multi-cores, Multiple Sequence Alignment, Parallel Programming

1. INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment refers to the search of similarity regions
within biological sequences of DNA, RNA, or proteins.
Besides the biological significance and interpretation of the
results, the main problem of sequence alignment from the
computer science point of view is the very large number
of residue-to-residue comparisons that are needed when
searching for similarities.
The biological definition of the problem makes it timeconsuming taking in consideration the fact that in practice,
a single genome may contain in the order of 109 residues.
Access this article online
DOI: 10.21928/uhdjst.v1n2y2017.pp13-24

Thus, a computer program can therefore intensively search
for regions of similarity between sequences to detect such
relationships.
Alignment could be global or local. Global alignment is to
find the best match between the entire sequences, whereas
local alignment must find the best match between certain
regions of the sequences.
Global alignment algorithms such as Needleman–Wunsch
(NW) [1], which attempt to align every residue in every
sequence, are most useful when the sequences in the query
set are similar and of roughly equal size. Local alignments
instead, like in Smith–Waterman (SW) [2], are more often
used for dissimilar sequences that are suspected to contain
regions of similarity within their larger sequence context.
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Fig. 1 shows a global and a local alignment of the same two
sequences. It shows that if sequences are not sufficiently
similar, a global alignment tends to spread gaps that hide
possible regions of similarity. Residue mismatches are called
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Fig. 1. A global and a local alignment of the same two sequences

substitutions (mutations in genetic terminology), and the
character “-” denotes gaps that may be insertions or deletions
depending on the point of view.
A. Substitution Matrix

Biologists have learned that some mutations are more
likely than others (e.g., a DNA mutation from cytosine to
adenine is more common than cytosine to guanine) and they
need alignment algorithms to reflect this property. For this
purpose, substitution matrices have been built using statistical
data from known sequences and mutations. Fig. 2 shows the
BLOSUM62 [3], a common substitution matrix for amino
acids alignments.
Definition 1: A substitution matrix (sbt) on an alphabet
Σ = {a1, a2..., an} has n × n entries, where each entry (i, j)
assigns a score for a substitution of the letter ai by the letter
aj in an alignment.
The elements on the main diagonal have the highest values
to encourage matching of identical residues in alignment
algorithms. Amino acids are divided into colored groups
according to the chemistry of the side group.
B. Gap Penalty

Besides having substitution matrices for mutations, it is also
desirable to score insertions and deletions gaps differently.
First, to avoid having gaps all over the alignment, gaps have
to be given penalties, just like unmatching amino acids. This
penalty cannot be derived from the database alignments used
to create the substitution matrices such as BLOSUM since
these matrices were derived from ungapped alignments. The
score given to an insertion/deletion is commonly called a
gap penalty.
There are two schemes used, namely, linear gap (g) penalty and
affine gap penalty. Having only one score for any gap inserted
is called a linear. However, insertions and deletions often
involve a longer stretch of sequence in a single event. For
this reason, two different gap penalties are usually included
in the alignment algorithms: One penalty for having a gap at
all (gap opening penalty (go)) and another smaller penalty for
14

Fig. 2. The BLOSUM62 substitution matrix

extending already opened gaps (ge). This is called an affine
and is actually a compromise between the assumptions that
the insertion or deletion is created by one or more events [4].
Definition 2: Given a sequence S over the alphabet Σ
of length L, a sequence Sg of length Lg over Σ U “-” is
called a gapped sequence of S if Lg ≥ L and there exist a
transformation T(S) = Sg such that:
1. ∀ 1≤ i ≤ L; ∃ 1≤ j ≤ Lg; S(i) = Sg(j)
2. If Sg(p) = S(i), and Sg(q) = S(j); and i < j then p < q.

2. PAIR-WISE ALIGNMENT
Pair-wise sequence alignment is defined as an alignment of
two sequences to determine how similar they are. In most
sequence similarity calculations, a similarity score is inferred
from the alignment. Gap insertions are allowed until the
resulting sequences are of the same size, and the alignment
must obey the restriction that gaps cannot appear in the
same position in both sequences. This score is determined
based on a substitution matrix and specific penalties for the
insertions and deletions gaps.
In the following, the two most common pair-wise alignment
algorithms used to compute the similarity matrix H for each
a pair of sequences S and T with their length Ls and Lt,
respectively, are explained in detail.
Definition 3: Given a pair of sequences S and T over the
alphabet Σ with their lengths Ls and Lt, respectively. Let Sg
and Tg be two-gapped sequences with lengths L sg and L tg ,
respectively. A pair-wise sequence alignment of S and T is
defined to be a matrix M of size (2 × n) with n = max( L sg
Lgs, L tg ) with the following properties: ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2
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1.
2.

M(s, i) = Sg(i) and M(t, i) = Tg(i)
If M(s, i) = “-” then M(t, i) ≠ “-” and vice versa.

Definition 4: Given two sequences S and T on an alphabet Σ.
A similarity score function of an alignment.
Score: M → R
Score (M) ∈ R
Assigns a similarity score to each pair of characters in M.
Definition 5: A score of alignment is a real value function
(score) that associate for each alignment M(S,T) a real value
function Score (M(S,T)).
The problem of pair-wise alignment S and T is to find an
alignment Mo(S,T) with optimal score (Mo(S,T)), that is,
Score (M(S,T)) ≤ Score (Mo(S,T)) for all alignments M(S,T).
A. NW Algorithm
The NW algorithm [1], introduced in 1970, as the first
dynamic programming tool to compute a global alignment
for any pair of biological sequences. The NW algorithm
achieves its goal by going through the following three phases:
• The initialization phase: Initiates the H(0,0) matrix
element by 0. The first row and column are initialized
with the costs of gaps of lengths s and t.
i.e., H(s,0) = g.s and H(0,t) = g.t ∀ 1 ≤ s ≤ Ls, 1 ≤ t ≤ Lt;
g is a gap penalty.
• The score computation phase: Computes all other values
of matrix H(s,t) using one of the following recursive
formula:
H L ( s − 1, t − 1) + sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) ) , 


H L ( s , t ) = max 
H L ( s − 1, t ) + g ,



H L ( s , t − 1) + g


or
H A ( s − 1, t − 1) + sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) ) , 


H A ( s , t ) = max 
E (s , t ) + g ,



F (s , t ) + g


H ( s , t − 1) + go , 
E( s , t ) = max  A

 E ( s , t − 1) + ge 
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H ( s , t − 1) + go , 
F ( s , t ) = max  A

 E ( s , t − 1) + ge 
Where, sbt is a substitution matrix and (g, go, and ge) are the
gaps penalty.
• The trace back phase: Recovers the alignment by
tracing back the path starting from the last element
H(Ls+1; Lt+1).
A. SW Algorithm

From the evolution perspective, two-related sequences could
evolve independently with many independent mutations
lowering the similarity between the sequences. Aligning the
sequences with noised information often fails to produce a
biologically meaningful alignment. In these cases, the local
alignment, proposed by Smith and Waterman [2], identifies
the longest segment pair that yields the best alignment score is
more preferable. In the SW’s algorithm, the longest segment
pair between two aligning sequences that yield the optimal
alignment is identified by comparing all possible segments
of all lengths between the two sequences through dynamic
programming technique.
The main difference between this technique and NW’s is that
negative scores are set to zeroes. This modification produces
an alignment score matrix with positive scores. Thus, the
backtracking procedure of the algorithm starts at the highest
positive score cell and proceeds until it encounters a cell
with zero score. The longest segment pair identified in these
backtracking steps is the optimal scored local alignment of
the two sequences.
The similarity matrix score H is filled using one of the
following recurrence formula:
0,




H ( s − 1, t − 1) + sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) ) , 
H L ( s , t ) = max  L

H L ( s − 1, t ) + g ,




H
s
t
,
−
+
1
g
(
)
L


or
0,




H ( s − 1, t − 1) + sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) ) , 
H A ( s , t ) = max  A

E (s ,t ) + g ,




F (s ,t ) + g
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H ( s , t − 1) + go , 
E( s , t ) = max  A

 E ( s , t − 1) + ge 

helps in many criteria such as identifying diagnostic patterns
or motif to characterize protein families, demonstrating
homology between new sequences and existing families of
sequences.

H ( s − 1, t ) + go , 
F ( s , t ) = max  A

 F ( s − 1, t ) + ge 

MSA is NP-complete problem [5] since the computational
cost grows exponentially with the expansion of biological
datasets. This leads to the development of many algorithms
aiming at reaching the most accurate and efficient alignment.
Most commonly used algorithms are classified into two
categories, progressive and iterative.

Where, sbt is a substitution matrix and (g, go, and ge) are the
gaps penalty.
Fig. 3 shows the example of calculating the pair-wise
local alignment S = {ATCTCGTAT GAT} and
T = {GTCTATCAC} using the SW algorithm.
The similarity matrix H is shown for:
g = −1,
 2 if S ( s ) = T ( t ) 
sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) ) = 

Otherwise 
−1
From the highest score (H(8,11) = 10), a procedure of traceback carries out the corresponding alignment as shown in
Fig. 3.

3. ALIGNMENT FOR MULTIPLE SEQUENCE
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) refers to the alignment
of more than two biological sequences (DNA, RNA, or
protein). It is considered as an extension of pair-wise
sequence alignment as discussed in the previous section. It

Recent studies have shown significant progress in enhancing
the quality, accuracy, and speed of MSA tools. However, the
big dataset of sequences of biologically relevant length can
be difficult and time-consuming to align. Thus, many MSA
tools have been proposed. In this section, only important
MSA paradigms are introduced. They are used as a base
for various MSA distinguished tools [6]. A progressive
method most widely used MSA tools utilize the progressive
method that was first introduced in 1987 [7]. For aligning N
sequences, it goes through the following three main stages
(Fig. 4):
• Stage 1: Generates all possible N(N−1)/2 pair-wise
sequence alignment to construct a distance matrix
computing the similarity between of each two sequences
• Stage 2: Creates a guide-tree using all the pair-wise
distances using a clustering method such as unweighted
pair-group method with arithmetic [8] or neighborjoining [9]
• Stage 3: Builds-up the final multiple alignments by the
progressive inclusion of the N sequences alignment
based on the range given by the guide tree.
Stage 1 is calculated using the match between the residues of
the two sequences found by the local alignment. The number
of exact match is computed by counting the identical residues
appearing in the same column in the local alignment excluding
gaps, using the equation [10]:
Dist ( S , T ) = 1 −

Fig. 3. Local alignment using Smith–Waterman
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nid ( S , T )
min{ L s , L t }

(2)

Where, nid(S,T) indicates the number of exact matches using
SW algorithm to align S and T. For instance, the nid-value
in Fig. 3 is 6. Actually, this method will run-out storing the
similarity matrix H, which is not practical for the datasets
with long sequences.
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Fig. 4. Multiple sequence alignment produced with ClustalW

Liu et al. [11] presented new recurrence relations
equations (3) and (4) for the nid-value calculation that is
compatible for parallel systems such as GPUs. They facilitate
nid-computations without calculation of the actual traceback, to reduce the storage space using the matrices NL(s,t)
and NA(s,t) for linear and affine gap penalty, respectively.
The computations of these matrices are given by following
recurrences:
0
if H L ( s , t ) = 0




 N L ( s − 1, t − 1) if H L ( s , t ) = H L ( s − 1, t − 1) 
N L ( s , t ) =  +m ( s , t )
+ sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) )

 N ( s , t − 1)
H
s
t
H
s

,
,
=
t
−
1
+
g
if
) L(
) 
L
L (

if H L ( s , t ) = H L ( s − 1, t ) + g 
 N L ( s − 1, t )

(3)
Where,
1 if S ( s ) = T ( t ) 
m (s ,t ) = 

otherwise 
0
For linear gap penalty, and for affine gap penalty, we use:
0
if H A ( s , t ) = 0




 N A ( s − 1, t − 1) if H A ( s , t ) = H L ( s − 1, t − 1) 
N A ( s , t ) =  +m (s , t )
+ sbt ( S ( s ) , T ( t ) )


 N ( s , t − 1)
if H A ( s , t ) = E ( s , t )
E


if H A ( s , t ) = F ( s , t )

 N F ( s − 1, t )

(4)
Where,
1 ifS ( s ) = T ( t ) 
m (s ,t ) = 

otherwise 
0
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0
if t = 1




N E ( s , t ) =  N A ( s , t − 1) if E ( s , t ) = H A ( s , t − 1) + go 
 N ( s , t − 1) if E ( s , t ) = E ( s , t − 1) + ge 
 E

0
if t = 1




N F ( s , t ) =  N A ( s , t − 1) if E ( s , t ) = H A ( s − 1, t ) + go 
 N ( s , t − 1) if E ( s , t ) = E ( s − 1, t ) + ge 
 F


4. PROPOSED METHOD
This section propose vectorized and parallelized algorithm
for computing the sequence alignment. The aim of this
work is switching of all the previous matrices to vectors and
computing it by parallel. The main goal for it is to reduce used
storage and speed-up runtime, for aligning long biological
sequences fast.
The proposed algorithm will implement on the optimal local
alignment (SW) algorithm because of the following features:
• It has been trusted by biologists for almost two decades
with quality that is still comparable to more recent
algorithms
• Its alignment results are similar to biologists expectations
• It is relatively fast, simple, understandable, and provides
fairly good alignments across a diverse range of sequence
types
• It has highly cited aligner, especially for big dataset of
sequences as mentioned in recent studies [12]-[15].
SW algorithm [2] compares two sequences by computing a
distance that represents the minimal cost of transforming one
segment into another, with respect to the given scoring system.
As previously mentioned, there are two approaches to
compute SW algorithm, based-on-gap penalty, linear, and
affine gap penalties. Gap penalties prefer more continuous
17
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gaps to opening new gaps. Therefore, it encourages that gaps
occur in loop regions instead of in highly structured regions.
The background biological meaning for this is that
biologically divergence is often less likely in highly structured
regions, which are commonly very important to the fold and
function of a protein. In this paper, the affine gap penalty
will be used.
A. Vectorization Approach

Vectorizing all matrices presented in the previous section is the
main contribution of the proposed method. It was used when
computing the aligning sequences of long lengths, aiming at
accelerating computations, and used less space. This approach
was based on the calculation of each elements of antidiagonal
D in the similarity matrix (H) with affine gap penalty is based
only on the computed elements of the four antidiagonals;
two from (H) matrix with one from both E and F matrices.
This postulate that just one vector D for current antidiagonal,
with six buffers previously computed D1, D2, DE, DE1, DF,
and DF1 are enough to calculate the elements of D. After the
newly D is computed, D1 is replaced by D2, D2 is replaced by
D, DE is replaced by DE1, and DF is replaced by DF1.
In the subsequent iteration, this cyclic method is used to
replace the six buffers D1, D2, DE, DE1, DF, and DF1. The
values of all cells in D are computed in terms of its diagonal
neighbor stored at D1, with its left and upper neighbors stored
at D2 in addition the cells in DE and DF, and the maximum
value is selected indicating the highest score.
Fig. 5 shows the vectorization approach when aligning pair
of sequences S = {GCTACTCAC} and T = {GCTAGG
TATGAT} with their lengths are 9 and 12, respectively.
It illustrates the calculation of the elements of HA, using
affine gap (go = 7, ge = −1) and a substitution cost of (2) if
the characters are match and (−1) otherwise, and how it is
replaced by D, using D1, D2, DE, DE1, DF, and DF1.
This figure shows the dependence relationship of the
elements of the matrices, which is visualized by considering
its antidiagonals D1, D2, DE, DE1, DF, and DF1 dependencies.
It is clear that antidiagonal D in iteration i = 9 computations
depend on the four previously computed antidiagonals D7,
D8, D8E , and D8F. Therefore, all other computed antidiagonals
can be neglected.
Furthermore, it shows the dependence relationship of cell
D(5) with its left neighbor DE(5) = −9, upper neighbor
DF(4) = −8, and upper left neighbor D1(4) = 5. Where D2(5)
18

+ go is a maximum value of (DE1(5) + ge and D1E (5) + go);
D2(4) + go is a maximum value of (DF1(4) + ge and DF(4) + go).
Using this way, all elements along vector D are computed in
parallel from all elements in vectors D1, D2, DE, and DF.
To verify these postulates, authors have proposed the
following new recurrence and theorem.
Theorem: The pair-wise local alignment of the sequences S
and T, with an affine gap penalty (go for opining gap and ge
for extending gap), substitution matrix (sbt), in iteration (i),
and with element (j), the equation:
Di(j) = HA(j, i−j + 1)

(5)

Gives a vectorization Di of the matrix HA and the following
relations hold:
Ni(j) = NA(j, i−j + 1)

(6)

nid(S,T) = maxiNi(imax)
Where max(2, s−Ls) ≤ i ≤ min((s + 1), (Ls + 1)) and (imax)
indicates the position of the maximum value in the vectors Di.
Proof: From Equation (1), we get:
0 ,
 H ( j − 1, i − j + stb( S ( j ),
 A
H A ( j , i − j + 1) = max T ( i − j + 1)),
 E( j , i − j + 1),

 F ( j , i − j + 1)

H A ( j , i − j ) + go ,
E( j , i − j + 1) = max 
 E( j , i − j ) + ge
H A ( j − 1, i − j ) + go ,
F ( j , i − j + 1) = max 
 F ( j − 1, i − j + 1) + ge
and from Equation (5), we get:
0 ,
 i −2
D ( j − 1) + stb( S ( j ), T ( i − j + 1)),
i
D ( j ) = max  i
DE ( j ),
D i ( j )
 F
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Fig. 5. Relation between H, D, D1, D2, DE, and DF

DEi (

D i −1 ( j − 1) + go ,
j ) = max  i −1
DE ( j ) + ge
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D i −1 ( j ) + go
DFi ( j ) = max  i −1
DF ( j − 1) + ge
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Since Di−1 is computed in the previous iteration of Di, DEi ,
and DFi , that is, in one iteration before Di, DEi , and DFi ,
hence D2i is computed in the second iterations before Di,
let us denote Di−1, Di−2, DEi−1 , and DFi−1 by Di−1, Di−2, DEi1 ,
and DFi 1 , respectively. Then, we get:
0 ,
 i
D2 ( j − 1) + stb( S ( j ), T ( i − j + 1)),
i
D ( j ) = max  i
D E ( j ),
 i
D F ( j )

N Fi (

{

{

(7)

To proof of N Di ( j ) let the Equation (6), gives the
vectorization NA(s,t):
if H ( j , i − j + 1) = 0
if H ( j , i − j ) = H ( j − 1, i − j )
+ sbt ( S ( j ), T ( i − j + 1))
if H A ( j , i − j + 1) = E( j , i − j + 1)
if H A ( j , i − j + 1) = F ( j , i − j + 1)

0
 N ( j − 1, i − j )
 A
+ m( j , i − j + 1)
 N ( j , i − j + 1)
 E
 N F ( j , i − j + 1)
N E ( j , i − j + 1) =

if i − j = 0
if H A ( j , i − j + 1) = H A ( j , i − j ) + go
if H A ( j , i − j + 1) = E( j , i − j ) + ge

N F ( j , i − j + 1) =
if k = 1
0

 N A ( j − 1, i − j + 1) if H A ( j , i − j + 1) = H A ( j − 1, i − j + 1) + go
 N ( j − 1, i − j + 1) if H ( j , i − j + 1) = F ( j − 1, i − j + 1) + ge
A
 F

After vectorizing the matrix NA as shown in Fig. 5.
0
 i −2
 N D ( j − 1)

i
N D ( j ) =  + m( j )
 i
N E ( j )
 N i ( j − 1)
 F
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0
 i
 N 1 ( j − 1)

i
N D ( j ) =  + m( j )
 i
N 2 ( j )
 N i ( j − 1)
 2

if D i ( j ) = 0
if D i ( j ) = D1i ( j − 1)
+ sbt ( S ( j ), T ( i − j + 1))
i

if D (

j ) = DEi−1 (

(8)

j)+ g

if D i ( j ) = DFi ( j ) + g

Where,

NA( j , i − j + 1) =

0

N A ( j , i − j )
N ( j , i − j )
 E

if j = 1
0
 i
j ) =  N A ( j − 1) if D i ( j ) = D i ( j − 1) + go
 i
i
i −1
 N F ( j − 1) if D ( j ) = DF ( j − 1) + ge

Then, we get:

DEi ( j ) = max D1i ( j − 1) + go , DE1 ( j ) + ge
DFi ( j ) = max D1i ( j ) + go , DF 1 ( j − 1) + ge

if j = 1
0

N Ei ( j ) =  N Ai ( j ) if D( j ) = D i ( j ) + go
 i
i −1
 N E ( j ) if D( j ) = DE ( j ) + ge

if D i ( j ) = 0
if D i ( j ) = D1i ( j − 1) +
+ sbt ( S ( j ), T ( i − j + 1))
if D i ( j ) = DEi ( j ) + g
if D i ( j ) = DFi ( j ) + g

1
m( j ) = 
0

N Ei (

S ( j ) = T ( i − j + 1)
otherwise

0

j ) =  N Ai ( j )
 i
N E ( j )

0

N Fi ( j ) =  N Ai ( j − 1)
 i
 N F ( j − 1)

if i − j = 0
if E i ( j ) = Di ( j ) + go
if E i ( j ) = DEi1 ( j ) + ge
if j = 1
if D i ( j ) = D( j − 1) + go
if D i ( j ) = DFi 1 ( j − 1) + ge

We now show that for a given i, NA(j) is equal to the number
of exact matches in the optimal (i) suffix alignment.
Case 1: D(j) = 0. The alignment is empty. Hence, NA(j)=0.
Case 2: D(j) = D1(j−1)+sbt(S(j),T(i−j+1)). The alignment ends
with S(j) aligned to T(i−j+1), which contributes m(S(j), T(i−
j+1)) to the nid-value. The residual number is than equal to
the nid-value got in the optimal j−1 suffix alignment. Hence,
NA(j) = N1(j−1) + m(S(j), T(i−j + 1))
Case 3: D(j) = D2(j−1) + go. The alignment ends with S(j)
aligned to a gap, which contributes zero exact matches.
The residual number is than equal to the number got in the
optimal D2(j−1) suffix alignment. Hence,
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2
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NA(j) = N2(j−1)
Case 4: D(j) = D2(j) + ge. The alignment ends with T(i−j + 1)
aligned to a gap, which contributes to zero exact matches.
The remaining number is equal to the number found in the
optimal D2(j) suffix alignment. Hence,
NA(j) = N2(j)
The increase in N Di occurs only at the vectors Di which has
matching in its elements. Hence,
NA(x max, y max) = nid(S,T) is obtained by maximization
N Di ( i max ) .
B. Parallelization Approach

Another critical challenge that must be dealt with is the
gigantic explosion in the amount of molecular data which
makes the ability to align a huge number of long sequences
becoming even more essential.
For example, the Ribosomal Database Project Release 10 [16]
consists of more than million sequences. This leads to the
massive number of calculations. Even if the sequences
are short, and pair-wise calculations can be done relatively
quickly, say at a rate of 5000−1 s, then their alignment still
requires almost 12 days of CPU time. Another difficulty is
how to store the similarity matrix elements, as it will take up to
40 GB of memory. This leads to the need of new approaches
to parallelize the calculations using sort of sophisticated
parallel and distributed systems such as multi-cores.
Recent studies refer some attempts have made to accelerate
computation of similarity matrix. Ying et al., uses GPU’s
in [17]. They show speedup comparing with the serial
CPU program. Wirawan et al., [18] introduced a parallel
algorithm on the cell broadband engine multi-core system
for the calculation by taking benefit of the 128-bit SIMD
vectorization registers of each SPEs and used half word
values (16 bits) for the computation. Their results show a
good speedup comparing with sequential ClustalW program.
Recently, Al-Neama et al. [19] proposed a new parallel
algorithm of distance matrix computations of ClustalW is
based on OpenMP system. It achieves speedup of about 2.39
on 50 sequences of the average length of 9200 nucleotide;
tested on Core-i7 Intel Xeon 2.83GHz of the processor.
The second contribution of the proposed algorithm is
parallelizing the computations to align the long-sequences
dataset. The multithreads technique is used to apply the
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

parallelism that reduces runtime necessary for repeated
tasking synchronization and exchanging data. In addition,
it makes efficient the scheduling through a task allocation
policy that prefers the distribution according to the location
of data. Each core (P) in the processor has a thread that its
responsibility is calculation the maximum value of D’s and
all threads runs in parallel. Calculations of the vector D are
distributed over the total number of available cores (P). The
elements of all vectors D1, D2, DE, DE1, DF, DF1, and D are
accessible through the core’s shared memory.
The maximum value for each elements of D using
i
Equation (7) and N D using Equation (8) are calculated
in parallel. The value of each cell is evaluated in terms of
its diagonal neighbor stored at D1, with its left and upper
neighbors stored at D2, with DE and DF, and then the
maximum value is selected indicating the highest score.
Fig. 6 shows the parallelization approach. It displays the
scheduling of calculations of the elements of D and
distributed them on the available cores labeled P0, P1, P2,
and P3. They run in parallel on each four sequent elements
of D, then they sequentially run on the second sequent 4
rows, and so on.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of the conceived parallel implementation
of the proposed algorithm was extensively evaluated using
different processing parameters. The evaluation methodology
that was followed to correctly study the results obtained by
the described solution is presented. The analysis goes from
pair-wise alignment methods (SW). The improvements
achieved due to introduced optimizations for multi-core
system.
In this section, all needed information about the experimental
setup for performance measurements is illustrated. It includes
specifications of used platforms, details of experimented
biological datasets, and characteristics of other programs
used during comparisons.
A. Platform

As obviously clear from the previous section, the presented
algorithm was designed to parallelize computations on a
multi-core-based environment. Thus, to correctly evaluate
the performance of the both original and proposed
methods, the platform was considered as specified: An
Intel quad-core-i7-3770, with 3.40 GHz processor and
main memory of 8 GB; implementing on 64-bit Linux
21
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Fig. 6. Scheduling D’s computations on 4 cores

TABLE I
Used Benchmark Dataset Specifications
Sequences’ No.
50
100
500
400
1,000
400
2,000
4,000

Sequences’ length

Standard deviation

34,500
19,700
9200
856
858
408
266
247

5.307
1.417
514
7
8
3
2
2

OS (Ubuntu) and running using C + + with OpenMP
library.
B. Datasets

The tests have been conducted using a variety of data sets.
These data sets sequences including long, medium-length,
and short sequences. These lengths are ranging from 400 to
34,500 residues to study the solution’s overall performance
against multiple different sizes. The data sets consist of
sequences selected from NCBI [20].
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TABLE II
Sequential Performance Measurements of Our
Algorithm versus ClustalW-MPI
Sequences’
No.
50
100
500
1000
400
400
2000
4000

Sequences’
length

Our
algorithm

CW-MPI

Speedup

34,500
19,700
9,200
858
856
408
266
247

79,027
51,203
47,140
2572
382
163
903
2,631

164,613.66
96,876.08
80,892.24
3569.94
626.86
187.12
1,008.65
2767.81

2.083
1.892
1.716
1.388
1.641
1.148
1.117
1.052

Table I shows the used data set with the number of sequences
and average their length with a numerical measure of the
scatter of a data set (standard deviation).
C. Programs

Overall, tests have been conducted on the specific
platforms using various groups of data sets. To evaluate
the implementation of our algorithm, it was tested in
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TABLE III
Parallel Performance Measurements of Our
Algorithm versus ClustalW-MPI
Sequences’
No.

Sequences’
Length

Our
Alg.

CW-MPI

Speedup

34,500
19,700
9,200
858
856
408
266
247

33,270
25,602
28,803
240.66
115.73
1,955
677.25
2026

93,157.03
67,075.93
67,109.92
517.42
223.59
3,67.98
819.47
2329.75

2.92
2.62
2.33
2.15
1.93
1.72
1.21
1.15

50
100
500
1000
400
400
2000
4000

Fig. 7. Performance comparison between sequential our algorithm,
ClustalW-MPI

TABLE IV
Efficiency Comparisons Using 8 Cores
Sequences’ No.

Sequences’ length

CW-MPI

34,500
19,700
9200
858
856
408
266
247

0.35
0.33
0.29
0.27
0.24
0.22
0.15
0.14

50
100
500
1000
400
400
2000
4000

TABLE V
Performance Comparison (in GCUPS) for
Scanning the Datasets
Sequences’
No.
50
100
500
1000
400
400
2000
4000

Sequences’
length

Our
algorithm

CW-MPI

34,500
19,700
9200
858
856
408
266
247

0.438
0.750
3.667
2.435
1.153
1.886
2.104
2.428

0.157
0.286
1.574
1.133
0.597
1.094
1.739
2.111

comparison to popular and efficient MSA program named
ClustalW-MPI. This program is available online at: http://
www.mybiosoftware.com/alignment/3052.
The runtime and speedup are considered most common
performance measurements. Runtime is the elapsed time
for all calculation, including all additions, comparisons, and
maximum values. Speedup is the ratio between the runtime
of the two involved programs.
Table II gives the runtime (in sec) and speedup of the two
sequential of the proposed program against the ClustalWMPI program computing the distance computation
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

Fig. 8. Performance comparison between parallel our algorithm,
ClustalW-MPI

to illustrate how vectorization approach accelerates
calculations.
Fig. 7 illustrates that the longer sequences have the more
acceleration of our algorithm calculation. Furthermore, our
program achieves a speedup up to 2-fold over ClustalW-MPI.
Furthermore, parallel runtime of both is shown in
Table III. Fig. 8 shows the execution time and speedup
of proposed parallel program on the above-mentioned
datasets. Our parallel program achieved reducing the
runtime of aligning sequences of length 34,500 from
164,613 s using ClustalW-MPI to 79,027 s using the
proposed algorithm using 8 cores.
The speed-up of our parallel program achieved significant
speedup of almost 3 for aligning sequences of longest length
of sequence. Obviously, the sequences with the short length,
the decrease the overall performance
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To conform that the proposed program is most efficient
than other executed programs, the parallel efficiency of the
available cores was evaluated. It is the ratio of the speedup
(S) with respect to the number of processors (P) [21]. It is
given by the following equation:
S
(8)
P
Results are shown in Table IV. It is clear that the efficiency
of our algorithm is exponentially increasing as the length
of sequences increases. In addition, our program supreme
efficiency was up to 0.35 with respect to the ClustalW-MPI
for the longest sequence length up to (34 k).
E=

There is another performance measurement used in
computational biology called billion cell updates per second
(GCUPS). A GCUPS represents the time for a complete
computation of one entry in the similarity matrix, including
all comparisons, additions, and maximum operations. Table V
shows the performance comparison for the datasets.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new parallel algorithm for computing
the nid-value in the pair-wise local alignment. The results of
the proposed algorithm were used in the first stage of MSA.
Since the new algorithm was implemented using vectorizing
technique, we have got a significant improvement in the
performance.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, a model dependent control design method based feedback scheme was investigated for autonomous
underwater vehicle control. The controller was designed with the nonlinear terms - inertia, hydrodynamic damping, and
gravitational, and buoyancy - of the vehicle dynamical model consideration. Then, the model independent controller (PD)
was also investigated, with no nonlinear terms consideration. The stability analysis of the proposed model dependent
feedback controller was obtained based on a Lyapunov function. The simulation results of the proposed controller were
compared with that of PD controller. The comparison shows the validation of the proposed controller.
Index Terms: Model Dependent Controller, PD Controller, Underwater Vehicle

optimal control with game theory was presented for position
control problem of the underwater vehicle in Patel et al. [2].

1. INTRODUCTION
An AUV is a robot able to work in six degrees of freedom
with actuators and sensors diving autonomously under the
water to perform tasks. The dynamics of the underwater
vehicle are nonlinear and acted to disturbances. However,
to perform its tasks quickly and accurately, two important
problems faced the researchers. They are the problem of
identifying the accurate model and designing the suitable
control techniques. Therefore, researchers in the robotic
control field have been attracted to build their algorithms to
solve these problems. In this paper, the problem of building
the control algorithm of the underwater vehicle is addressed.
Recently, different control techniques were presented, the H∞
approach for linear parameter varying polytopic systems was
addressed to guarantee the performance of the vehicle [1]. An
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Several controllers were discussed in Ferreira et al. [3], some
of them were based on Lyapunov control theory, and the
others were gathered with linear or nonlinear control theory
for underwater vehicle horizontal and vertical motions.
A feedback control algorithm was presented in Vervoort [4]
to stabilize the underwater vehicle with the linearized model.
A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) algorithm was implemented
in Prasad and Swarup [5] for underwater vehicle stabilization
combined with Model Predictive control (MPC) for position
and velocity control. The simulation results showed a
stable response compared with a sliding mode controller
performance. While a LQR controller was presented for
depth control problem of an underwater vehicle in Joo
and Zu [6]. The simulation results show the success of the
proposed algorithm.
Authors in Mohd-Mokhtar et al.’s [7] study present a
PID controller for underwater vehicle identified model.
The simulation results show that the controller performs
accurately when the identified model error was 98%
compared with that when the error was 70%.
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Nonlinear control laws were developed in Elnashar [8] for the six
degrees of freedom of an underwater vehicle in several motion
strategies. The stability of the system was analyzed based on
phase plane analysis. An adaptive signal for the unknown forces
compensation gathering with a following controller in a limited
space for an autonomous vehicle was proposed in Mukheriee
et al. [9] without state velocity measurement.
A MPC controller was presented for an AUV low speed
tracking control in Steenson et al. [10]. The controller was
tested in simulation, and the results were verified by testing
the strategy in a tank at zero speed. Authors in Rathore
and Kumer [11] study proposed a PID controller for an
underwater vehicle steering control. The PID controller
parameters were optimized based on genetic algorithm and
harmonic search method. The simulation results show the
robustness of the proposed controller.
The sliding mode control strategy was proposed for an
underwater vehicle position control in Tabar et al. [12].
The controller was applied to overcome the effect of the
disturbances. Zhou et al. [13] proposed a state feedback
sliding mode controller for a nonlinear dynamic system of
an underwater vehicle with disturbance consideration. The
simulation results show a good performance.
In this paper, a model dependent controller for autonomous
underwater vehicle is proposed. The controller was developed
to include the nonlinear dynamics of the vehicle. Then, a
model independent controller was presented, and it is results
were compared with that of the former controller.
In the following, section II presents the underwater vehicle
dynamical model. Section III provides the description of the
designed nonlinear feedback control algorithm. Section IV
provides simulation results. Our conclusion and future work
are given in section V.

2. AUV MODELLING
The nonlinear dynamical model of a 6DOF underwater
vehicle can be described based on two reference frames;
fixed reference frame (inertial reference frame) I and the
body frame (motion reference frame) B, shown in Fig. 1.
The dynamics and kinematics of the vehicle are expressed
as follows [14]:
Mv + C ( v )v + D( v )v + g ( η) =τ
η= J ( η)v
26

(1)

Fig. 1. Underwater vehicle frames

Where, M=MT is a positive R6×6 inertia matrix with the added
masses, C(v)=−C(v)T is R6×6 Coriolis and centripetal matrix, D(v)
is a positive R6×6 hydrodynamic damping matrix, g(η) is R6×1
gravitational and buoyancy vector, τ=[τX, τY, τZ, τK, τM, τN]T is R6×1
forces and torque input vector, v=[u,v,w,p,q,r]T is the linear and
angular velocity vector, η=[x,y,z,φ,θ,ψ]T is R6×1 motion vector
in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively, and J(η)
is R6×6 body frame to inertial frame transformation matrix.
c c θ −s ψc φ + c ψs θs φ c ψs θc φ + s ψs φ
s ψc θ s ψs θs φ + c ψs φ s ψs θc φ − c ψs φ

 −s θ
c θs φ
c θs φ
J (η ) = 
0
0
 0
 0
0
0

0
0
 0
0
0
0 
0
0
0 

0
0
0 

1 s φt θ c φt θ 
0 c φ −s φ 

sφ
cφ 
0
cθ
c θ 
Where, s, c, and t are sine, cosine, and tan.
Assuming that the vehicle is symmetry about the three
planes, the vehicle is operate in low speed, roll, and pitch
movement is neglected, the body frame is considered to be
at same position of the center of gravity, no disturbance is
considered, and all the dynamic states can be decoupled, and
the dynamical system Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2
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Mv + D( v )v + g (η ) =
τ
η = J (η )v

(2)

Where,

 m + X u
 0

 0
M =
 0
 0

 0
0
0
0
0
I y + M q
0

0
m + Yv
0
0
0
0

0
0
m + Zw
0
0
0

0
0
0
I x + K p
0
0

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

I z + N r 

The main task is to derive the underwater vehicle toward
the desired position ηd from the initial position to satisfy the
following equilibrium point.
lim=
η lim( ηd − =
η) 0

t →∞

t →∞

(3)

Now, the following theorem can be addressed:
Theorem 1: Considering the dynamics of Eq.2 under the
feedback control law of the form:
=
τ Mv + D( v )v + g( η) + η + v

0

0

Yv + Yv v v

0

0

Zw + Zw w w

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

Kq + Kq q q

0

0

0

Nr + Nr r

(4)

Where, η = −k p η , v = −k d v , kp and kd are diagonal matrices,
η = ηd − η is the motion vector error, and is the linear and

and
Xu + Xu u u

0


0
D=

0

0


0

0
0
0
Kp +Kp p p

vehicle. To this end, the first equation of Eq.2 will be used.
Our control scheme consists of two approaches. The first
approach is to design a model dependent controller to find
the desired control vector τ. The second approach is to
design a model independent control algorithm to obtain the
desired control vector τ. The controllers’ stability analyses
are guaranteed based on Lyapunov function as exponential
and asymptotic stability, respectively.

angular velocity error. Then, the closed loop system of Eq.2
and Eq.4 is exponentially stable.
Proof: Let us suggest the following Lyapunov candidate:
V=









r 

1 T
1
η η + v T v
2
2

(5)

Calculating the time derivative of the proposed Lyapunov
function we obtain:
 = η T η + v T v
V

(6)

Substituting the value of η and v into Eq.6 we get:
V = −η T k p η − v T kd v ≤ 0

(7)

3. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Then, Eq.7 is less than zero leaded kp and kd are positive
definite diagonal matrices, and it can be concluded based on
the Barbalat’s lemma [15] that the closed loop system Eq.2
and the control law Eq.4 is globally asymptotically stable,
which meets the condition of Eq.3.

In this section, the aim is to design a feedback control
algorithm for the path following problem of the underwater

Now, the model independent feedback control law, i.e., it
is a PD controller without the effect of the hydrodynamic

and only four degrees of freedom are considered to control
the vehicle, i.e., control (x,y,z) and ψ states.
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damping, gravitational and buoyancy forces, and the inertia
terms are:
τ = −Γ1η − Γ 2 v

(8)

Where, Γ1 and Γ2 are positive diagonal matrices.

4. SIMULATIONS
The model dependent controller Eq.4 has been applied for
the four state to be controlled of the autonomous underwater
vehicle, which presented in Singh and Chowdhury [16].
A vehicle MATLAB simulator was implemented with the
following matrices:

To validate the proposed model dependent control
performance, two paths are considered. Then, the vehicle
retested under the model independent PD controller
Eq.8 and its results are compared with that of the model
dependent controller Eq.4.
First, the following desired path was tested:
 x d = 20sin(t / 10)
 y = 20 cos(t / 10)
 d

zd = 10


ψ d =π / 2

0
0
0
0
0 
99
 0 108.5 0
0
0
0 


0
0
126 0
0
0 
M=

0
0 1.05
0
0 
0
0
0
0
0 1.002 0 


0
0
0
0
29.1
 0

Then, the following desired path was tested:

 d1
0

0
D=
0
0

 0

The vehicle was started from zero initial condition in both
cases.

0
d2
0
0
0
0

0
0
d3
0
0
0

0
0
0
d4
0
0

With
d=
10 + 227.18 u
1

0
0
0
0
d5
0

0
0

0

0
0

d 6 

 x d = 5t
 y = 3t
 d

 zd = 20
ψ d =π / 4

Figs. 2-5 show the typical results when the vehicle was
commanded to follow the first desired path under the
proposed controller compared with that of the PD controller.
While Figs. 6-9 present the results obtained when the second
path was used.
Figs. 2 and 6 present the motion of the vehicle toward
x-axis under the two controllers in the first and the second

d 2 = 405.41[ v ]

d=
10 + 227.18 w
3
d 4 0.05 + 5.21 p
=
d 5 0.025 + 3.22 q
=
d 6 1.603 + 12.937 r
=
 0 
 0 


 −19.6 
g( η) =

 0 
 0 


 0 
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Fig. 2. Motion of the vehicle toward x-direction in first path
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Fig. 3. Motion of the vehicle toward y-direction in first path

Fig. 6. Motion of the vehicle toward x-direction in second path

Fig. 4. Motion of the vehicle toward z-direction in first path

Fig. 7. Motion of the vehicle toward y-direction in second path

Fig. 5. Rotating of the vehicle along z-axis in first path

Fig. 8. Motion of the vehicle toward z-direction in second path
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ABSTRACT
Due to the ascent and fast development of E-commerce, utilization of credit cards for online buys has significantly expanded,
and it brought about a blast in the credit card fraud. As credit card turns into the most prevalent method of installment for
both online and also normal buy, cases of fraud associated with it are additionally rising. In actuality, false exchanges are
scattered with veritable exchanges, and basic example for coordinating procedures is not frequently adequate to identify
those frauds accurately. Usage of effective fraud recognition frameworks has in this manner gotten to be basic for all
credit card distributing banks to decrease their losses. Many current systems based on artificial intelligence, Fuzzy logic,
machine learning, data mining, sequence alignment, genetic programming, and so on have advanced in distinguishing
different credit card fake transactions. A reasonable seeing on all these methodologies will absolutely lead to an efficient
credit card fraud detection framework. This paper suggested an anomaly detection model based on a hybrid simulated
annealing (SA) and back-propagation algorithm for feed-forward neural network (FFNN), which joined the significant
global searching capability of SA with the precise local searching element of back-propagation FFNNs to improve the
initial weights of a neural network toward getting a better result for detection fraud.
Index Terms: Artificial Neural Network, Back-propagation, Back-propagation Feed-forward Neural Network, Feedforward Neural Network, Simulated Annealing, Simulated Annealing-back-propagation Feed-forward Neural Network

1. INTRODUCTION
The convenience of credit cards is common in modern day
community. Credit card utilization has expanded among the
clients since credit card installment is key one and it is helpful
to pay the amount. It is utilized either online or conventional
shopping. Due to the expansion and fast advancement in
the fields such as E-commerce, the utilization of credit card
is also expanded radically [1]. As the use of credit card is

Identifying credit card fraud is a tough effort when applying
traditional methods; therefore, the growth of the credit card
fraud discovery model has matured off significance, either
in the educational or trades the society recently.
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development, the credit card fraud is additionally increments.
The fraud is characterized as a restricted movement by a client
for whom the record was not anticipated [2]. The clients who
are utilizing the credit card not having the associations with
the cardholder and has no goal of making the repayments
for the obtain they done. At present, commercial fraud is
turning into a serious issue, and successful identification of
credit card is a troublesome effort for the experts [3].
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Credit card fraud detection belongs to the classification and
identification problem with a large number of non-linear
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situations, which cause it significant to consider non-linear
integrated ways to explaining the problem [4].
Artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathematical description
of the network of neurons in the mind and share relationships
functionalities, such as accepting inputs, processing it, and then
produces output [5]. It follows a combined graph of nodes,
which are twisted by the weighted links related to the biological
neurons. There are different models ANN, for example, feedforward neural network (FFNN), multiple-layered perceptron,
and Kohonen network. Adaptive resonance network and the
initial two nets work as a classifier, i.e. these can learn from
patterns, and the knowledge can be immediately supervised.
Although the other nets learn from attention and later update
the network weights, through serve unsupervised learning
system seen in a case of clustering. In this paper, a FFNN has
been improved for classification intention. FFNN allows the
information to pass from the input to output layer in a feedforward path through the hidden layer(s) [6]. All FFNNs, as
stated, possibly trained in a supervised way so that it can learn
the feature pattern accessible within the data. To achieve the
wanted accuracy in class prediction, fit training is compulsory.
While training, the purpose is to catch the network learning
feature as the best, which is mirrored by reducing the squared
error (i.e., the squared variation between the calculated and
the wanted output).
There are various algorithms to optimize such learning
method. Backpropagation (BP) is one of the standard
traditional ANN training algorithms for supervising learning.
The weights are adjusted and updated with a statement delta
rule to minimize the prediction error during iterations. The
weight improvement methodology covers BP the errors from
output layer into hidden layer, so obtaining the optimal set
of weights [7].
Simulated annealing (SA) is a probabilistic meta-algorithm for
global optimization [8]. It is parallel to the physical method
where a solid is casually begin cooled till it is construction is
in a cold state, which occurs at a minimum energy form [9].
Similarly, BP algorithm, in SA, the weight has to go into some
configuration on the rule till it leads the global minimum [10].
There are besides various other optimization methods such
as evolutionary algorithm, for example, genetic algorithm,
practical swarm optimization, genetic programming (GP),
and so on, there are behind scope of this paper.
The principal purpose of this paper is work to experiment
the achievement hybrid of SA and BP compare with BP in
the FFNN structure for detection credit card fraud.
32

2. FEATURE SELECTION
The essential step in developing credit card fraud detection
is how to extract the key features. They will influence in
recognition rate and improved false alarms. By flattering
feature, the data reservation will also be enhanced, so
the training and time for data set will be more able for
classification that runs under constant environment.
The example dataset that we are running was obtained
from a data mining blog. This dataset includes the rundown
of the transactions of 20,000 dynamic credit card holders
recent months. The input fields incorporate credit card ID,
authentication type, current balance, average bank balance,
book balance, total number credit card used, and 8 distinctive
cardholder classifications such as overdraft, average overdraft,
number of location usage, and so on. The data set essentially
gives the analysis of the cardholders’ exchanges without
expressing whether the exchanges were legal or fraudulent.
Concerning a given cardholder the dataset based on the
following critical values, we can identify which exchange is
legal or fraud:
1. Based on credit card usage frequency: Frequency can be
found as total number card used/credit cardholder age,
if the result <0.2, it implies this property is not relevant
for fraud.
2. Based on a number of location credit card usage:
Number of locations credit card used per day so far
achieved from the dataset, if location is <5, it means
this property is not relevant for fraud.
3. Based on credit card average overdraft: With respect
to card used happened so far considers, the average
overdraft can be found as number of overdraft/total
number of card used, if overdraft with respect to card
used is <0.02, it means this property is not relevant for
fraud.
4. Based on credit card book balance: Regular book balance
can be found as current book balance/average book
balance, if book balance is equal or <0.25, it implies that
this property is not relevant for fraud (Table I).

3. FFNN STRUCTURE
According to chosen features from the dataset, we created
different networks. The number of hidden layers of every
network is restricted to one for active and manageable
calculation. The amount of neurons in the hidden layer is
changed to test the results [5]. Fig. 1 illustrates the last proper
structure of the network achieved it among them.
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TABLE I
Sample of Dataset
Transaction No.
Credit card ID
Authentication type
Current balance
Average bank balance
Book balance
Total number card used
Overdraft
Average overdraft
Number of location usage
Amount of transaction
Card holder age
Average daily balance
Card frequency
Card holder marital status

1

2

3

4

5

11111
111
20000
80000
0.25
13
4
0.3076
3
9000
25
2666
0.52
0

11112
112
25000
55000
0.4545
40
20
0.5
4
15000
64
1833
0.625
1

11113
113
15000
70000
0.214
21
3
0.142
2
8500
50
2333
0.16
0

11114
114
100000
60000
1.6666
90
29
0.3222
11
12000
21
2000
4.2857
1

11115
115
15000
61000
0.245
85
17
0.2
3
19000
43
2033
0.18
1

In the next step, besides the MSE, the network information
back propagates from the output layer to the input layer,
and specific connector weights are updated utilizing a
“generalized ∆ rule” that is held of learning rate (η) and
momentum constant (α) [11]. Equations 3 and 4 display
the rule of weight updating. In particular equations, the
characters “w” means the weights between the connectors
“I” and “j” and “t” is the position iteration. An excellent style
manual for science writers is [7].
∆w ti.j = −η.
Fig. 1. Description of the FFNN developed

The log sigmoid function in equation 1 is applied as the
transfer function connected by the neurons in hidden and
output layers to achieve the outputs.
f(x)=(1+e1−x)−1

(1)

4. ALGORITHMS
A. Back-propagation Algorithm

BP is a common method for training ANN. The algorithm
operates in two forms. First, a training input pattern is given to
the input layer, which is forward to the hidden layer then into
output layer to produce the network output. Mean square error
(MSE) is next calculated by analyzing the estimated output and
the target output for all inputs as we explained in equation 3,
where “N” indicates the number of entire instances.
MS

1
N

∑

N
1= 0

( T0 − E0)2

(2)
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∂MSE
+ α.w ti.j
∂w ti.j

w ti.j+1 =
∆w ti.j + w ti.j

(3)
(4)

For achieving the average η which gives the least MSE,
rigorous parametric research has been conducted in
this research [11]. The η at which the error is minimal is
determined for the association with the SA algorithm. In
this research, the momentum constant (α) is fixed equal to
0.9 for all states to speed up the learning method. The epoch
size is fixed to as 1500.
B. Simulated Annulling Algorithm

The critical parameter for SA is a temperature (T) which is the
similarity of the T in physical system. Beginning at a high T,
the algorithm ends the minimum T with continuous decrease
with attaining of a thermal equilibrium status at each T [8]. At
any T, the weights are randomized. A recent set of weights is
accepted as the new optimized set if the MSE with this set is
under than the prior set or with a possibility that the present
set of weights will reach to the global minimum. As estimated
in BP, cost function and transfer functions are utilized. This
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research is expected if the number of adjustment in the
weight set is more than 10 either the number of iterations
is more than 1500 then the equilibrium state at a critical
T is supposed to be done. The primary T is determined as
10°C, and ultimate T is 1°C randomly. In addition, the T is
reduced with by a determinant of 0.95 random because
it is challenging to obtain the accurate values of initial,
ultimate, and more the threatening of T. The implementation
algorithm is as follows (E(s)) is an actual function.
SA Algorithm
1) set initial solution in S
2) Set initial solution T
3) While not terminate do
4) Repeat k times
5) Chose S′ a randomly element from N(si)
6) ΔE = E (S′) – E (S)
7) If (ΔE ≤ 0) then
8) Si+1 S′
9) else if Si +1 S′ with probability e(-E/T)
10) Si+1 S′
11) end if
12) end repeat
13) decreased T
14) end do
C. Hybrid Algorithms

To defeat the local minimum issue of BP because of
initial random weight parameters of the network, various
optimization algorithms have been attempted by numerous
researchers, which enhance the execution of the classification
at the cost of more impalement time. In this paper I,
hybridized two algorithms, joining global search SA algorithm,
and local search gradient algorithm that defeats the local
minimum issue with high speculation and quick union speed.
The hybrid SA-BP is a training algorithm joining the SA
algorithm with the BP algorithm. SA is global optimization
algorithm, which has a powerful capability to investigate
the whole search space. This algorithm has a drawback
that the search over the global optimum solution is slow. In
opposite, the BP has exact and quick local searching capacity
to investigate locally the optimum result, but it gets stuck to
discover global optimum result in complex pursuit space.
By joining the SA and the gradient-based BP algorithm,
another algorithm alluded to as hybrid SA-BP algorithm
as shown in Fig. 2. The suggested hybrid algorithm has
two stages: Initial one a global search stage, the FFNN is
trained utilizing the SA algorithm for few pre-characterized
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temperature or training error is less than some predefined
value, then training mechanism changed to the second stage
for searching locally utilizing a deterministic technique the BP
algorithm. In this paper, it achieved SA-BP hybrid training
algorithm as a strong option way to deal with BP algorithm.
Following steps is the pseudo code for the hybrid SA-BP
algorithm:
1. Randomly initialize the weights of the FFNN system
appeared in Fig. 1
2. Evaluate weights using SA used in the neural network
follow a temperature annealing schedule with the
algorithm
3. While first temperature value is under or equal to
minimum error then select the best solution for MLP
then go to step 7
4. Select a moving method with some probability
5. Try a new solution
6. Evaluate
7. Select the best solution
8. Initialize parameters of BP learning algorithm
9. Initialize weights of the MLP utilizing best solution of
SA
10. While new epoch is under or equal to maximum epoch
or error converges to minimum error do
11. Using BP update weights to minimize error with training
data
12. End while
13. Assess execution of classification with test data
14. End while

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The network packets that are obtained are separated into
two sections. The first section about eight hundred records
is used to train SA and BP neural network module. The
second section is about two hundred records applied to
test the credit card fraud detection. The efficiency of the
neural network relies on the number, type, and amount of
features and learning algorithm applied to train the neural
network. Hence, as to evaluate the execution of a credit card
fraud recognition strategy; we have to display a quantitative
estimate. In our credit card fraud detection system, we mostly
classify the network traffic into two categories, which they
are normal and abnormal network traffic. Hence, we need
to realize the true positive, true negative, false positive, and
finally false negative to define true-positive rate (TPR) and
false-negative rate (FNR). TPR and FNR) can be calculated
using the following mathematical equations [5], [6].
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Fig. 2. Structure of hybrid algorithm for classification

TPR=TP/(TP+FN)

(5)

The TPR measures the performance of credit card fraud
detection technique concerning the possibility of a suspect
data reported correctly as abnormal data. Then, again the
FPR measures the performance of credit card fraud detection
technique as far as the possibility of a normal traffic reported
as abnormal data.
As introduced, the length of parameter temperature has been
taken from 10°C to 1°C. The balanced state for it includes of
each 10 changes made in set of weights or 1500 iterations,
the momentum is 0.9, learning rate is 0.7, maximum error to
reaches is 0.01, and weight and threshold values are randomly
initialized before training. Consequently, Figs. 2 and 3 show
the result of training and test case for the detection rate and
FPR of BP and SA-BP (Table II).
Experimental result in Fig. 3. clearly show that SA-BPFFNN
more secure in detection credit card farud in comparison
to BPFFNN. Furthermore, from the Fig. 4. SA-BPFFNN
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

Fig. 3. Detection Rate of SA-BPFFNN and BPFFNN

significantly reduce the false-positive rate compare to
BPFFNN.

6. CONCLUSION
As utilization of credit cards turn out to be increasingly
regular in each field of the everyday life, master card or
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TABLE II
Summaries the Result During Training and Testing
Desired output
SA-BP
Actual output
SA_BP

Desired output
BP

Actual output
BP

Yes
No
Maybe
Yes

0
0
1
0.033

1
0
0
0.9723

0
1
0
0.023

1
0
0
0.9865

0
1
0
0.0146

No
Maybe
Yes

0.3687
0.5983
1

0.0173
0.0104
0

0.969
0.008
1

0.0075
0.006
0

0.867
0.1184
0

No
Maybe
Yes

0
0
0.0035

1
0
0.9148

0
0
0.0253

1
0
0.9517

0
1
0.1277

No
Maybe

0.4019
0.5946

0.073
0.0122

0.8770
0.0977

0.0303
0.0180

0.870
0.0023

Computing, vol. 24, pp. 40-49, Nov. 2014.
[2] C. Yin, A. H. Awlla, Z. Yin and J. Wang. “Botnet detection based on
genetic neural network.” International Journal of Security and Its
Applications, vol. 9, pp. 97-104, Nov. 2015.
[3] V. Van Vlasselaer, C. Bravo, O. Caelen and B. Baesens. “A novel
approach for automated credit card transaction fraud detection
using network-based extensions.” Decision Support Systems,
vol. 75, pp. 38-48, Jul. 2015.
Fig. 4. False positive rate of SA-BPFFNN and BPFFNN

credit card fraud has turned out to be much more rampant.
To enhance security of the financial transaction frameworks
in an automated and successful way, constructing an accurate
and effective credit card fraud detection framework is one
of the key efforts for the financial institutions. Credit card
fraud detection refers to the classification and recognition
issues. The paper hybrids the SA algorithm with BPFFNN
for fraud detection where the simulated neural network
can learn knowledge from a large number of a dataset
for training and examining the result of detection. The
analysis result illustrated that the using BP is a simple
local minimum algorithm, and SA is a good global search
algorithm or optimization algorithm based on the analysis, the
experimental results indicate that the accuracy of BPFFNN
is under than applied SA to BPFFNN algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
In the current dynamic-natured business environment, it is inevitable that today’s software systems may not be suitable
for tomorrow’s business challenges which indicate that the software in use has aged. Although we cannot prevent
software aging, we can try to prolong the aging process of software so that it can be used for longer. In this paper, we
outline a conceptual software rejuvenation framework based on model driven development approach. The framework
is simple but effective and can be implemented in a recursive five step process. We have illustrated the applicability of
the framework using a simple business case study which highlights the effectiveness of the framework. This work adds
to the existing literature on software aging and its preventative measures. It also fills in the research gap which exists
about software aging caused by changing requirements.
Index Terms: Model Driven Development, Software Aging, Software Rejuvenation Framework

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we propose a rejuvenation framework that
addresses software aging on abstract level. The changing
world demands faster and better alignment of software
systems with business requirements to cope with the rising
demand for better and faster services. This simply means
that a perfectly untouched functioning software ages just
because it has not been touched. The aging phenomenon
occurs in software products in similar ways to human;
Parnas [1] draw correlations between the aging symptoms
in human and software. As demands for functionality
grow software complexity rises, and as a result software,
underperformance and malfunctioning became apparent [2].
Software aging is a known phenomenon with recognized
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symptoms such as increase in failure rate [3]. Researchers
have identified a number of causes of software aging,
for example, accumulation of errors over time during
system operation. One other cause is “weight gain” as in
human, software gains weight as more codes are added
to an application to accommodate new functionalities,
and consequently, the system loses performance. There
are numerous examples where software aging has caused
electronic accidents in complex systems such as in billing and
telecommunication switching systems [4]. Beside the causes
researchers in the field have identified a number of aging
indicators such as increased rate of resource (e.g., memory)
consumption [5]. Another aging indicator is how robust a
system is against security attacks if observed over time. This
is because security attack techniques are becoming more
sophisticated by day. However, more is needed to be done
to address the aging phenomena. Grottke et al. [5] claim that
the conceptual aspect of software aging has not been paid
adequate attention by researchers to cover the fundamentals
of software aging.
Currently, addressing software aging is mostly done using
reengineering techniques such as:
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1. Forward engineering concerns with moving from highlevel abstraction to physical implementation of a system
2. Reverse engineering concerns with analyzing a system to
identify components and connectors of that system to
represent the system in a different form or higher level
of abstraction
3. Redocumentation deals with creation or revision of
semantically equivalent representation within the same
abstract level
4. Design recovery concerns with reproducing all required
information about a system so that a person can
understand what the program does
5. Restr ucturing concer ns with transfor ming a
representation of a system to a different one, without
any modification to the functionality of the system.
Reengineering can facilitate the examination of a system
and learn more about it so that appropriate changes can
be made. However, it is not the ideal solution for software
upgrade as the process is extremely time-consuming and
resource expensive. In this paper, we present a conceptual
software rejuvenation framework based on model driven
development (MDD) techniques capable of addressing
software aging with less time and resource. The framework
is most effective where the software aging is due to changing
business requirements which in effect requires the addition
or omission of functionalities. We have illustrated the
applicability of the framework through a simple business case
study which supports the effectiveness of the framework.
This work contributes to the field of software aging by
presenting a novel conceptual framework to software
developers that can be utilized to dilute software aging.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows, in Section 2
we provide a brief background about software aging and
rejuvenation and in Section 3 we present some related works.
In Section 4, we outline the frame work and in Section 5, we
illustrate the applicability of the framework using a simple
business case study. In Section 6 and 7, we discuss, conclude,
and provide some recommendations.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide a brief background to both software
aging and software rejuvenation with the aim to provide better
understanding of the proposed framework later in Section 4.
A. Software Aging

Software aging was first introduced by Huang et al. [6]
and since then the interest in the topic has risen among
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academics and industries. Complex systems rely on an
intricate architectural setup to function, if the structure is
slowly destroyed by maintaining and updating the system
software aging becomes inevitable [7]. It is a known fact that
a system maintainer can mess up perfectly fine functioning
software through changing codes or inserting incorrect codes
which is known as “ignorant injection” [8]. To provide a
focus view of research areas on software aging Cotroneo
et al. [9] have analyzed more than 70 papers in which they
have concluded that overall there are two major categories
of research into understanding software aging the first is
model-based analysis and the second is measurement-based
analysis. Several measureable techniques have been proposed
to detect software aging such as “aging indicators” and “time
series analysis.” The techniques are used to collect data about
resources used in a system, and then, analyze it to see if the
consumption rate has increased over time which is a sign of
aging [3]. As for the causes of software aging, there are two
major classes, the first is known as “ignorant surgery” and
the second is known as “lack of movement.” Fig. 1 shows
the major contributors to the two classes of software aging
causes.
B. Software Rejuvenation

To keep critical systems functioning correctly software
rejuvenation is recognized as an effective technique [10].
The objective of software rejuvenation is to rollback a
system continuously to maintain the normal operation of
the system and prevent failures. According to Cotroneo
et al. [3] application-specific and application-generic are two
main classes of software rejuvenation techniques in which
the former works on specific system features and the latter
works on the whole system (e.g., system restart).
To further elaborate on the two main classes, researchers have
provided a number of examples for both; flushing of kernel,
file system defragmentation and resource reprioritization are
examples of application specific rejuvenation and application
restart, cluster failover, and operating system reboot are
examples of application generic rejuvenation [3]. Fig. 2
illustrates the two classes of software rejuvenation techniques.

3. RELATED WORK
There have been a number of attempts to tackle software
aging similar to what we propose here. The authors of Huang
et al. [6] present a model-based rejuvenation approach for
billing applications and Okamura and Dohi [10] proposes
dynamic software rejuvenation policies by extending
models presented in Pfening et al. [11]. The approach is case
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2
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measures to ease software aging and allow more time for
system rethink. Huang et al. [6] proposes a proactive technique
to counteract software aging with the aim to prevent failure
using periodic preemptive rollback of running applications.
To detect symptoms of aging techniques such as machine
learning is used to analyze data through adopting artificial
intelligent algorithms (e.g., classifiers) [17]. Garg et al. [18]
discuss measures for software aging symptom detection
with the aim to diagnose and treat the aging taking place,
others have used pattern recognition techniques to detect
aging symptoms [17]. These works propose how to detect
symptoms of software aging without proposing a suitable
mechanism to treat the symptoms.
Fig. 1. Major causes of software aging

All the related works presented so fare address software
aging from technical and performance viewpoint and none
consider aging caused as a result of changing requirements.
This allows us to claim that our framework contributes to
the software aging and rejuvenation literature by filling in
this gap and take a new direction in tackling software aging.

4. FRAMEWORK OUTLINE

Fig. 2. Software rejuvenation techniques

specific and cannot be applied to a domain; this, however,
has similarities with what we are proposing since they also
use models to rejuvenate software. Saravakos et al. [12]
proposes the use of continuous time Markov chains to
model and analyze software aging and rejuvenation to
better understand causes of aging which helps putting in
place mitigating measures. This approach is suitable to
treat symptoms of aging that happens for technical reasons
rather than changes in requirements. Dohi et al. [13] models
optimal rejuvenation schedule using semi-Markov processes
to maximize availability and minimize cost. The focus here
is aging caused due to processing attributes; however, unlike
this work we focus on the functionality attributes of a system
Garg et al. [14]. Adopts the periodic rejuvenation technique
proposed by Huang et al. [6] and uses stochastic petri net to
model stochastic behavior of software aging. Beside modeling
techniques, others have used techniques such a time triggered
rejuvenation technique used by Salfner and Wolter [15] and
software life-extension technique used by Machida et al. [16]
to counteract software aging in which they take preventative
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

The base of our conceptual rejuvenation framework is MDD
technique [19], [20]. France et al. [21] claim that abstract
design languages and high-level programming languages can
provide automated support for software developers in terms
of solution road map that fast-forward system developments.
Following their direction we use Model Driven Development
(MDD) techniques to design a rejuvenation framework
to tackle requirement-based software aging. MDD simply
means constructing a model of the system with fine details
before transferring it into code. It provides the mapping
functions between different models for integration and model
reusing purposes [22]. MDD is a generic framework that can
accommodate both application specific and application generic
classes of software rejuvenation. Mayer et al. [23] states MDD
is ideal for visualizing systems and not losing the semantic link
between different components of the system at the same time.
It is inevitable that extensive manual coding in developing a
system escalates human errors in the system; this issue can
be addressed through code automation which is the ultimate
aim of MMD. Building and rebuilding system is an expensive
process that requires time and resource; model driven aims
at using, weaving and extending models to maintain, develop
and redevelop systems. Experts in the field claim that
MDD improves quality as models are continuously refined
and reduce costs by automating the development process
[22]. This process changes models from being expenses to
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important assets for businesses. Researchers have identified the
conceptual gap between problem domain and implementation
as a major obstacle in the way of developing complex systems.
Models have been utilized to bridge the gap between problem
domain abstractions and software implementation through
code generation tools and automated development support [2].
Models can serve many purposes such as:
1. Simplifying the concept of a complex system to aid
better understanding of the problem domain and
system transformation to a form that can be analyzed
mechanically [24]
2. Models are platform and language independent
3. Automatic code generation using models reduce human
errors
4. For new requirements only the change in model is
required this reduces the issue explained previously
known as weight gain.
A. Framework Steps

We propose a five step recursive software rejuvenation
framework to address the issue of software aging. As
mentioned the framework is based on model driven software
development which is implemented in the following steps:
1. First developers gather system requirements which is one
of the must do tasks in every software development
2. Developers design the entire system in great details using
tools such as unified modeling language (UML)
3. The complete design is fed into code generators such as
Code Cooker (http://codecooker.net) and Eclipse UML
to Java Generator to generate system codes
4. Software codes are integrated, tested, and finalised, this
step is necessary since a code generator tool capable
of generating 100% of the code is yet to exist. This
limitation is discussed in Section 6
5. In the final step where the new product is delivered and
installed.
Fig. 3 illustrates the five steps explained in a recursive setting,
i.e., when a new feature is required to be added to the system to
address a new requirement the system is upgraded through the
model rather than though code injection. The models are kept
as assets and refined as new requirements come in, the next
section provide more inside as to how the framework works.

5. CASE STUDY
To illustrate the applicability of the framework we present a
simple none-trivial business case study specific to Kurdistan
region.
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Fig. 3. Model driven development-based software rejuvenation
framework

Mr. X is a supermarket owner in the city of Sulaymaniyah
who sells domestic goods and he employs 10 people in his
supermarket. Currently, his shop is equipped with electronic
point of sale (ePOS) systems to record transactions and
the form of payment by customers is cash only. Electronic
payment is not feasible due to unavailability of electronic
payment systems in the region’s banks. His current ePOS
system is capable of performing the following functionalities:
1. Store individual item details such as name, price, barcode,
and expiry dates
2. Store information about employees such as name,
address, date of birth, and telephone numbers
3. Retrieve and match barcodes on products to display and
record item details
4. Calculate total price and print out customer receipts
5. Record all transactions and generate various reports such
as daily sales report, weekly sales report, and sale by item
report
6. The administration side of the system is managed
through a user management subsystem which allows
adding, deleting, updating, and searching on users. The
system also contains a product management subsystem
that allows managing products through adding, deleting,
updating, and searching on item.
We make an assumption that in the next 6 months electronic
payment systems (ePayment) will become available in
Kurdistan for businesses to use. Now Mr. X would like to
gain an edge over his competitors and add ePayment system to
his current ePOS system. Fig. 4 is the UML use case diagram
for the current ePOS system in Mr. X’s supermarket which
shows the use cases than can be performed by each actor.
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Fig. 5 is the future use case diagram for the new system which
shows the addition of a new actor called “customer” and a
new use case called “pay electronically” coted in yellow. Now,
we assume developers of the system had the framework in
mind when they developed the system and have kept a design
model of the system similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 6
which shows a UML class diagram design model of the ePOS
system. Mr. X now goes back to them and request that the new

functionality (electronic payment) to be added to the system.
Using the framework the developers refine the UML class
diagram model (new classes coted in yellow) to accommodate
the new requirement and produce a new design similar to
the one shown in Fig. 7. The new design is now ready to be
fed into code generators to generate the codes for the new
system. Using the framework the developers have performed
a rejuvenation process on Mr. X’s system without touching

Fig. 4. Current electronic point of sale unified modeling language use case diagram

Fig. 5. Future electronic point of sale unified modeling language use case diagram
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the current operating ePOS. It is important to point out that
the framework tackles software rejuvenation conceptually
and on abstract level which means we are bypassing all the
technicalities of implementation and testing processes. During
our search, we did not come across any related work that
considers design for software rejuvenation rather than an actual
system, which indicates that our approach is unique. However,
it has to be said that although being unique is an advantage,
it has made it difficult for us to compare the applicability of
our framework with other existing frameworks.

2. Using models to maintain and update software gives the
development process an edge as models are language
independent and can be used to develop systems in
the state of the art programming languages which in
turn ease software aging as the technology used in the
development is current [25]
3. As codes are generated automatically human errors are
reduced, which is one of the contributors of software
aging
4. Redevelopment costs and times are reduced as
developments are automated.

6. DISCUSSION

The objective of software rejuvenation is to rollback a
system continuously to maintain the normal operation of the
system and prevent failures. However, software rejuvenation
increases system downtime as the system is taken out of
operation while the rejuvenation process is performed.
Knowing when to perform rejuvenation process on a system
is a crucial factor recognized by researchers to minimize
cost and maximize availability [3]. The framework we have
proposed addresses this issue by working on the system on
design level without terminating the system operation while
the rejuvenation solution is finalized. It is important to
stress that the framework is conceptual and requires further
research as there are a number of limitations that need be
addressed to make the framework fully applicable. The
limitations can be summarized as follows:

Researchers in the field have concluded that software aging is
inevitable and as software ages it loses its ability to keep up.
In this paper, we have proposed a five step recursive software
rejuvenation framework based on model driven software
development approach. To illustrate the applicability of
the framework we have outlined a simple business scenario
and explained how the framework rejuvenates the current
system in use by the business. The framework will provide the
following advantages over existing rejuvenation techniques:
1. The model is used to redevelop the system without
taking the old system out of operation which leads to
reduction in down time (unavailability) which otherwise
lead to lose of customers and profits

Fig. 6. Current electronic point of sale unified modeling language class diagram
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Fig. 7. Future electronic point of sale unified modeling language class diagram

1. Available software modeling tools such as UML 2.0 which
is an industry standard currently does not provide the
ability to model systems from user-defined viewpoint [21]
2. MDD is not widely used [22] although it has gained
momentum with a potential for industry wide adaptation
3. Once the models are developed and finalized there comes
the issues of translating it completely into code as a tool
to generate 100% codes from a model not yet exist
4. The issue of measuring the quality of models is realized
by researchers to tackle this issue France and Rumpe [2]
suggests that modeling methods should come with
modeling criteria that modelers can use as a guide for
system modeling. However, such criterions are yet to
be presented by modeling language and tool developers
such as developers of UML (www.omg.org)
5. In the course of developing a system, many different
models are created at varying abstract levels which creates
model tracking, integration, and management issues and
the current modeling tools are not sophisticated enough
to deal with the issues.
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Despite all the limitations, we believe the fundamental
concept behind the framework has great potentials to be
advanced and implemented in the future.

7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Software aging is inevitable which occurs as a result of
changing requirements, ignorant injections, and weight
gain. Researchers have proposed a number of different
approaches to tackle software aging; however, nearly all
approaches are trying to address the aging caused by
technical update or software malfunction. In this paper, we
have outlined a framework for software rejuvenation that
uses MDD approach as base for the rejuvenation process.
The framework addresses software aging from a change in
business requirement point of view which is different from
what current researchers are proposing. It is simple, effective,
and applicable as demonstrated by applying it to a simple
business case study.
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The foundation concept developed in this paper contributes
to the field of software aging and paves the way for looking
at software aging in a different angle.

[6] Y. Huang, C. Kintala, N. Kolettis, and N. D. Fulton. “Software
rejuvenation: Analysis, module and applications.” in Fault-Tolerant
Computing, 1995. FTCS-25. Digest of Papers, Twenty-Fifth
International Symposium on, 1995, pp. 381-390.

Now to delay software aging, we recommend a number of
quick mitigating actions as follows:
1. Characterize the changes that are likely to occur over the
lifetime of a software product, and the way to achieve
this characterization is by applying principles such as
object orientation
2. Design and develop the software code in a way that
changes can be carried out; to achieve this concise and
clear documentation is the key
3. Reviewing and getting a second opinion on the design
and documentation of a product helps in prolonging the
lifetime of a software product.

[7] C. Jones. “The economics of software maintenance in the twenty
first century.” Unpublished Manuscript, 2006. Available: http://www.
compaid.com/caiinternet/ezine/capersjones-maintenance.pdf.
[Last Accessed on 2017 May 15].

When the aging has already occurred there are things we
could do to treat it such as:
1. Prevent the aging process to get worse by introducing
and creating structures whenever changes are made to
the product
2. As changes are introduced to a product a review and
update of the documentation is often a very effective
step in slowing the aging process
3. Understanding and applying the principle of
modularization is a good way to ease the future
maintenance of a product
4. Combining different versions of similar functions into
one system can increase efficiency of a software product
and reduce the size of its code which is one the causes
of software aging.
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Building Kurdish Chatbot Using Free Open
Source Platforms
Kanaan M. Kaka-Khan
Department of Computer Science, University of Human Development, Iraq

ABSTRACT
Chatbot is a program that utilizes natural language understanding and processing technology to have a human-like
conversation. Nowadays chatbots are capable to interact with users in world’s majority languages. Unfortunately, bots
that interact with Kurdish users are rare. This paper is an attempt to bridge the gap between chatbots and Kurdish users.
This paper tries to implement a free open source platform (pandorabots) to build a Kurdish chatbot. I present a number
of challenges for Kurdish chatbot at the last section of this work.
Index Terms: Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence Markup Language, Chatbot, Pandorabots

1. INTRODUCTION
A. Chatbot

A chatbot is a service, powered by rules and sometimes
artificial intelligence that you interact with via a chat
interface [1,2]. They range from simple systems that extract a
response from databases when they match certain keywords
to more sophisticated ones that use natural language
processing techniques [3].
B. Needs for Chatbot

And an extraordinary focus was devoted to chatbots within
the tech community in recent years [4]. There is no doubt
that majority of business are going to be online; if we
want to make a business online we have to locate where
the people are? That place now is the zone of messenger
applications as mentioned by Peter Rojas “People are now
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spending more time in messaging apps than in social media
and that is a huge turning point. Messaging apps are the
platforms of the future and bots will be how their users
access all sorts of services” [5]. Any user’s interaction with
an app or web page can utilize a Chatbot to increase the
user’s experience [6].
Fig. 1 shows the size of the top 4 messaging apps and social
networks; big 4 messaging apps are Whatsapp, Messenger,
WeChat, Viber, big 4 social networks are Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn [7].
C. Applications of Chatbot

The very basic use at the early days of chatbot was almost
restricted to conversations. The first chatbot in history was
Eliza, a program which represents a psychologist [8]. By
the time the bot provides a wide range to many important
applications, some of the most important applications of
chatbots are listed below:
1. Customer service
2. Mobile personal assistants
3. Advertisements
4. Games and entertainment applications
5. Talking toys
6. Call centers.
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conversational pattern from data [13], and full automatic
chatbot (under researching). Each approach has its own
merits and demerits, through manual approach more
control over the language and the chatbot can be achieved,
but it needs more effort to maintain a huge set of rules.
The second approach which also is called corpus-based
is challenged by the need to construct coherent personas
using data created by different people [Botta]. Due to lack
of Kurdish corpus (at least it is not available for me even
if it exists), I chose manually written rules by making use
of AIML, a popular programming language to represents
conversations as a set of patterns (inputs) and templates
(outputs).
Fig. 1. Users for top 4 messaging apps and social networks in million [7]

The crucial aim of this work is to build a bot that is capable
of working as a guide who is sitting on the UHD website
and giving information about the University of Human
Development to any user whenever asked.

2. CHATBOT HISTORY
The concept of natural language processing generally
and chatbots specifically can be originated to Alan Turing
question “Can machines think?” who asked in 1950 [9].
Alan’s question (which is called Turing Test now) is nothing
just asking questions to human and machine subjects,
to identify the human. We say the machine can think if
the human and machine responses are indistinguishable.
In 1966, Eliza (the first chatbot) was created by Joseph
Weizenbaum at MIT. For generating proper responses, Eliza
uses a set of pre-programmed rules to identify keywords and
pattern match those keywords from an input sentence [8].
In 1995, a new more complex bot (A.L.I.C.E) created by
Richard Wallace. ALICE makes use of artificial intelligence
markup language (AIML) to represents conversations as
sets of patterns (inputs) and templates (outputs). ALICE
got Loebner prize (yearly chatbot competition) thrice and
award the most intelligent chatbot [10]. Advances in natural
language processing and machine learning played important
roles in improving chatbot technology; modern chatbots
include Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Echo and Alexa,
and Apple’s [11].

3. RELATED WORKS AND METHODOLOGY
As in many natural language processing applications,
there are many approaches to developing chatbot: Using
a set of predefined rules [12], semi automatically learning
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

As in other NLP applications, in the area of Kurdish chatbot,
unfortunately, we find related works rarely. With the best
of my knowledge this is the first Kurdish chatbot which is
created academically, so sometimes I obliged to relate my
work with Arabic or Persian languages. Most notably, in
2016, Dana and Habash developed Botta, the first Arabic
dialect Chatbot, Botta explore the challenges of creating
a conversational agent that aims to stimulate friendly
conversations using the Egyptian Arabic dialect [3].
Playground and programming language are the two
basic requirements for creating chatbots. Playground can
be defined as a sandbox or an integrated development
environment for the programming language [1]. In this work,
I chose pandorabots as a playground (creating, deploying,
talking with the bot) and AIML (for Making conversation)
as a programming language for creating Kurdish chatbot,
ALICE, an award-winning free chatbot was created using
AIML [12].
After login into pandorabots playground with Facebook
account, the work will be shown in the following steps:
• Step 1: I gave “kuri zanko” as the bot name.
• Step 2: In the bot editor space, I created a file named
“UHD” which is AIML file to involve all the patterns
(inputs) and templates (outputs).
• Step 3: I started writing an expected user input in
<pattern></pattern> tag and the bot answer in
<template></template> tag, both pattern and template
are enclosed in a <category></category>, a category is
the basic unit of knowledge in AIML [1].
• Step 4: After writing each category, I train (test) the bot
to know whether it gives the correct answer.
• Step 5: After writing all the categories, the bot will be
published in the pandorabots clubhouse (a public place
where users can talk to the bots).
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
For the simple and direct user input the bot can give the
answer easily, for example:
User: ساڵو
Bot: خۆتان بناسێنن،ساڵو لە بەڕێزتان

In this example, the star(*) stands for any name that is given
by the user.
<pattern><* زانکۆی گەشەپێدان/pattern>
In the second example, the star stands for any words or
sentences which appear after the name “”زانکۆی گەشەپێدان.
<pattern>^ <^ کۆمپیوتەر/pattern>

A. Pattern Matching

To form a user input matching, the bot searches through its
AIML file (categories). It may happen, a user input does not
match any of the pattern defined in our bot, so a default answer
should be provided which is called ultimate default category:
<pattern>*</pattern>

The (^) wildcard lets the bot to capture any input containing
the word “ ”کۆمپیوتەرand gives a proper answer.
Wildcards should be used carefully because their priority is
different, Fig. 2 shows wildcard and exact matching priorities.

<li> وەاڵمی پرسیارەکەتم النیە،<ببورە بەڕێزم/li>

A category with # wild card will be matched first and *
wildcard will be matched last, for example: When a user even
types “”ساڵو لە ئێوەthe response will be taken from “#”ساڵو
pattern not “ ”ساڵو لە ئێوەpattern.

</template>

C. Variables

<template>

The star (*) determines that a user input does not match
any of the bot patterns, relying on one default answer is
extremely tedious for the clients. This obliges us to think
about random responses to provide different responses for
the same user input.

Bot intelligence can also be achieved through variables.
Variables can be used to store information about your bot and
the users; this gives the user a sense that he/she is chatting
with a human being. Fig. 3 shows a short conversation
between my bot and a user.
D. Recursion

<li> وەاڵمی پرسیارەکەتم النیە،<ببورە بەڕێزم/li>

Recursion means writing a template that is calling another
category, and this leads to minimizing the number of
categories in our bot AIML file.

<li><بەڕێزم پرسیارەکەت بەجۆرێکی تر بکەرەوە/li>

<pattern><های/pattern>

<li><بەڕێزم پرسیارەکەت ڕون نیە/li>

<template><srai><ساڵو/srai></template>

<random>

<li><ببورە لە پرسیارەکەت نەگەشتم/li>
</random>
These random responses make sense that the user is chatting
with a human, not a bot.
B. Wildcards

Wildcards are used to capture many inputs using only a
single category [1]. Through wildcards bots can be more
intelligence. There are many wildcards but (* and ^) are the
most two ones which are used in this work:
<pattern><* ناوم/pattern
48

Fig. 2. Chatbot simple flow diagram

Fig. 3. Wildcards priority
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Through using recursion, no need to rewrite a new category
to input “”های, we just refer to the template “ ”ساڵوusing
<srai> tag, and the bot answers the user exactly as he/she
said “ ”ساڵوto the bot.

•

E. Context

To make our bot capable of doing human-like conversation,
it should remember the things that have been previously said.
My bot is capable of remembering the last sentence it said.
(Fig. 4-6) shows different conversations regarding context.
F. Challenges

•

Challenge 1: The first and greatest challenge for Kurdish
Chatbot is the lack of platform designed specifically to
Kurdish Language, Kurdish structure extremely differs
from English or any other languages, Kurdish word order
is SOV [subject+ object+ verb] [14]. The reason behind

•

the slow progress in Arabic NLP is the complexity of
the Arabic language [3], same to Kurdish. Hence, it is
very tough to have a very intelligent Kurdish bot using
free open source platforms.
Challenge 2: Dialectal Variation, Kurdish language
has many different dialects; the gap among dialects
sometimes reaches a level that speakers of a dialect do
not understand another dialect, and it means that it is
quite tough to build a bot capable of chatting with all
different Kurdish dialects.
Challenge 3: Normalization is one of the important
processes in developing bots, normalization includes
sentence splitting, correcting spelling errors, person, and
gender substitution.

wanna -> want to
isn’t -> is not
How R U -> How Are You
With you -> with me
The user may be bad in spelling, he/she may type “how r
u” instead of “how are you”. These changes (normalization

Fig. 4. A sample conversation between a user and the bot

Fig. 5. A sample conversation regarding context
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | August 2017 | Vol 1 | Issue 2

Fig. 6. Detailed conversation between a user and the bot
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and substitution) can be done easily in English and make the
bot to interact with the user as a human not a bot, while it’s
a bit difficult to perform the same for Kurdish because the
bot components (AIML files, Set files, and Map Files) are
already exist for English language while not for Kurdish, it
requires vast effort from both computer science and linguistic
people to maintain such files.
•

Challenge 4: In spite of majority of platforms claiming for
language agnosticism, practically we face issues for Kurdish
due to its own structure. For example, when a name is given,
as “Alan” to the bot and later on he asks the bot about his
name it says “your name is Alan.” While the same name is
given in Kurdish language“ ”ئاالنto the bot and I ask the
bot for his name, it should tell “ ”تۆ ناوت ئاالنەa suffix will
be seen “ ”ەwith the name “”ئاالن, this seems to be an easy
task but really needs a hard work to do.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Chatbots are online human-computer dialog system[s] with
natural language [15]. I have presented the first Kurdish
chatbot and described some of the challenges for Kurdish
chatbot. Building chatbot from scratch is extremely tough,
time consuming, costly. This reason led me to go for free
open source platform (pandorabots). This work aims to be a
basic structure for Kurdish dialect, providing future Kurdish
bot masters with a base chatbot which contains basic files,
general knowledge.
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